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BASIC STANDARD COSTS
By ERIC A. CAMMAN
A clear, comprehensive and instructive text on the subject of control accounting for
manufacturing industries. Throughout the book illustrations are given in which com
pletely detailed, hypothetical figures are presented showing by specific calculation how
the principles are applied and the manner in which methods may be adapted to fit the
circumstances. There are 106 such illustrations in the 14 chapters which are divided
under the following headings:
The difference between job costs and standard costs
Description of the standard cost plan
Standard costs as ideals or as measures
Analysis of labor cost variations
Analysis of material cost variations (2 chapters)
Manufacturing cost variations: graded products
Manufacturing cost variations: joint products

Analysis of variations in net profib
Projection of results under expected changed condi
tions
Outlining the accounting plan, classification
Determining normal capacity
Reporting production and Inter-departmental trans
fers; inter-departmental profib

This book is recommended not only to cost accountants but to all accountants, execu
tives, factory managers, engineers and industrialists generally.
232 PAGES

PRICE $3.50

AMERICAN INSTITUTE PUBLISHING CO., INC.
135 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK
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Some One Must Lead—
EADERSHIP in business, as in civic affairs, is all-important. The leader must possess an
all-around knowledge of factors controlling the affairs of the organization and the ability to
use that knowledge in a direct, forceful manner.
In the practice of accountancy the accountant gains an intimate insight into every angle of
business, such as no other worker probably has. Therefore, it is only natural that he should be
• rushed to the front, toward eventual leadership in a managerial position.
If there ever was a time when it behooved a young man, or a young woman, to choose a profession
offering the maximum of possibilities for leadership, it is right now. The old order has gone — the
new order is on the threshold and leaders in business are needed.
Changing business conditions, augmented by Federal and state legislation, have created a greater
demand for competent, thoroughly trained accountants than ever before existed. Accounting is
the “backbone” of business. On it depend profits and progress. Present day leaders rely upon
the knowledge of their accounting departments to direct them along secure business channels.
By preparing yourself to step into an accountancy position in the near future, you will be building
for permanence and power in the years to come. This is not an idle statement. It is proved by the
facts — pertinent, irrefutable facts. Today, in every commercial field you will find accountancy
trained men the most highly regarded and best paid members of their respective organizations.

I

Let Facts Guide You
Once you have determined to enter the accountancy field, make up your mind to one thing, that is, to become a thoroughly
competent accountant. Set a standard second to none for yourself, and stick to it. To accomplish this you must have thorough
training. To determine where you can get such training go to the records. This is what you will find; more than 10 per cent
of all the Certified Public Accountants in the United States received their training at the Walton School. To earn the coveted
C.P.A. degree every one of them had to pass a rigid examination. In Illinois C.P.A. examinations, noted for a high requirement
standard, twenty-three Walton trained students have been awarded high honor medals. For nine successive years Walton
trained men were leaders in American Institute examinations.
What better evidence of the superiority of Walton training could you ask? No other educational institution can present so
enviable an achievement record.
“But,” you may ask, “can I prepare myself to become a potential business leader through home study? " You can. Astounding
though it may seem, more than 80 per cent of the successful Walton candidates in C.P.A. examinations received their training
through home study. They had no greater advantages than
you possess. Theirs was the will to win — to make spare time
count for the future. You can do it, just as they did. Build for
leadership by securing your training now.

Mail This Coupon Now!

A Book You will Appreciate
We want you to send for a copy of our book, “The Walton
Way to a Better Day.” It tells, in an interesting, helpful way,
how thousands of ambitious men and women have become
business leaders through Walton training. You will enjoy it
immensely — and find real inspiration in reading it. Just send
in the coupon and copy of the book will be delivered to you
without cost or obligation of any kind.

Check the courses in which you are interested. They
may be taken in combination or separately.
□ CONSTRUCTIVE ACCOUNTING
□ ADVANCED ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
□ COST ACCOUNTING
□ BUSINESS LAW
□ FEDERAL INCOME TAX ACCOUNTING
□ MATHEMATICS OF ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE
□ C.P.A. COACHING
□ MERGERS AND CONSOLIDATIONS
( □ Home Study Instruction
I Am Interested in \ □ Resident Day Classes
( □ Resident Evening Classes

WALTON SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
Charles H. Langer, Ph.B., C.P.A.
President and Educational Director

425-435 McCormick Building
CHICAGO

425-435 McCormick Bldg., Chicago
Please send me, without obligation, complete descrip
tions of courses checked above, also copy of your book.
“The Walton Way to a Better Day.”
Name........................................................................................
Address....................................................

............................

City and State..........................................................................
Occupation...............................................Age........................
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YERG’S Equity Bond Analysis Paper
Special Primrose Color to Relieve Eye Strain

For Economy Plus Utility BUY

YERG’S Uniform Analysis Paper
Soft Green Shade for Eye Ease

For Convenience Plus Time Conservation BUY

YERG’S Uniform Accounting Schedules
Captions Printed In, Ready for Figures

And with All the Above USE

YERG’S Analysis Filing Covers
Securely Binds All Sizes of Working Papers to Fit Legal Size File

Manufactured Exclusively and Sold Direct by

YERG INCORPORATED
85 Washington Ave.
Belleville, N.J.

New York Office

Send for Samples
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This history of the evolution of book
keeping into accounting was prepared after
many years of labor and research by the
author. The book is in two parts. Part one,
beginning with Pacioli and his school,
devotes ten chapters to the evolution of
double-entry bookkeeping. The twelve chap
ters in part two deal with the expansion of
bookkeeping into accountancy.
The book is entertainingly written and will
be an invaluable addition to the libraries of
accountants, and, in fact, of all those who
are interested in accountancy.
368 PAGES

CLOTH BOUND

PRICE $5.00

AMERICAN INSTITUTE PUBLISHING CO., INC.
135 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK
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J^EW—5th Edition of

Auditing
By Robert H. Montgomery
Certified Public Accountant; Counsellor-at-Law;
of Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery
— the guide professional auditors use in applying
the standards of sound business practice and
sound accounting principles in their work.

N successive editions over a period of 20 years, this famous book has
been standard. Since publication of the 4th edition in 1927, the
whole course of the auditor’s practice has changed profoundly — in his
viewpoint, in his methods and in conditions of his work. For this new
5th edition, the book has been entirely rewritten to meet these new-day
requirements, notably with respect to:

I

the new public viewpoint on the auditor's work and responsibilities; new
practices and new standards that have developed in doing business; new
techniques in accounting; new governmental demands as reflected in closer
regulation and in the changing tax structure.

Serves You at All Stages of Your Work and Experience
Whether you are in public practice or in private employ, and whether
you are established in the profession or just entering it, you will have
daily use for Montgomery’s new Auditing. It offers you the timely,
practical counsel of one of the most eminent authorities of the day on
what constitutes the best course in situations you are meeting.
You will use it as a guide at every stage in making an audit or investi
gation of any scope and for any purpose. You will refer to it constantly
to satisfy yourself that your examination has established true existing
conditions. You want its counsel in knowing what to look for, and
where; how much to do; how to distinguish the vital from the incidental.

Supplements Your Own Conclusions on
Points that Call for Judgment
It helps you to recognize where policies or methods are faulty. It makes
accessible information you need to offer constructive, far-sighted recom
mendations for improvements in line with the best opinion and experience
of your profession. On doubtful points, where there is a choice of methods,
or where practice is not definitely established, it helps you to exercise skill
and judgment.
Mr. Montgomery’s opinions on anything related to accounting and
finance can not fail to interest and benefit you. In the course of his tre
mendously broad and varied practice, he has had unsurpassed opportunity
to observe and compare methods and results in companies of all sizes and in
all lines — to analyze conditions reflected in their accounting figures and to
trace these conditions back to specific operating and financial policies.

§end for a Copy — Satisfaction Guaranteed
Fill in and mail the form at right and we will send you a copy
at once, at our risk and with no advance payment. We are sure
you will never be willing to do without the new Auditing; and
if you find this to be so, just send us the price — $6.00, plus a
few cents delivery. If you should not want to keep the book,
you have the right to return it at any time within S days. It
takes only a moment to fill out the form; mail it now.

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY
Publishers - - New York, N. Y.

32 Chapters Cover
The Auditor and His
___ Work.
_____
Purposes and Advantages of
an Audit. Auditing Methods
and Procedure. Preparatory
Considerations. Balance Sheet
Content and Form. Cash.
Receivables. Inventory — Veri
fication, Valuation. Invest
ments. Fixed Assets, Tangible.
Prepaid Charges. Intangible
and Contingent Assets. Lia
bilities — Current, Long-Term,
Contingent. Capital and Sur
plus. Income Account — Veri
fication.
Depreciation
and
Depletion. Interest. Branch
Audits. Consolidated State
ments. Partnerships, Joint
Ventures, Fiduciaries. Inves
tigations. Auditor’s Reports.
Auditor’s Certificates. Legal
Rights and Responsibilities of
Auditors. Liabilities of Di
rectors.

780 pages, $6.00

— — — — — — USE THIS handy form
| The Ronald Press Company, Dept. M831
। 15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

-——

—

■
Send me the new 5th Edition of Montgomery’s Auditing.
• Within 5 days after its receipt, I will send you the price, $6.00,
| plus a few cents for delivery, or, if the book is not satisfactory, I
will return it to you. (We pay delivery charges when cash accom| panies order. Same guarantee of satisfaction.)
I
| Name (please print)................................................................... ........
■|
C
|
|
|
|

□ Employed by
Title or
□ or Reference........................................... Position ...........................
(above must be filled in unless you send cash)
Business Address.....................................................................................

City.............................................................. State..................................
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Announcing a New
INTENSIVE COURSE

THE ACCOUNTS OF

IN

AN OIL COMPANY

BOOKKEEPING and
ACCOUNTING

by

To meet the demand for a one-year high school
course, as well as for a briefer course in private
commercial schools, we have just published

INTENSIVE
BOOKKEEPING
AND

ACCOUNTING
by E. H. Fearon
Peabody High School, Pittsburgh, Pa.
If you are interested in reducing textbook
costs, students’ learning time and effort in the
teaching of bookkeeping, you will want to see
this new book.

Salient Features
1. The subject matter is arranged to develop
three things in the student:
The ability to think intensively, to analyze and
interpret financial facts and acquire a practical
knowledge of business transactions;
b. The technical knowledge needed to express busi
ness transactions in accounting terms;
c. The technical skill required to enter business
transactions correctly in the customary books of
a.

record.

2. The lesson plan places a premium on personal
efficiency and business thriftiness, setting as the
pupil’s goal practical business standards of
achievement.
3. An understanding of accounting facts takes
precedence over arithmetic. Not a moment of the
pupil’s time iswasted on unnecessary calculations.
4. The pupil is given a broad outlook on business
management through a comprehensive treat
ment of the causes and effects of profits and
losses.
“Intensive Bookkeeping and Accounting” is
printed in one volume of nearly 500 pages,
attractively bound, and illustrated in three
colors. No separate forms required.

Ready March 1—List Price: $1.80
Ask our nearest office to send you a sample copy

The Gregg publishing company
New York
Chicago
San Francisco Boston
Toronto
London
Sydney
Gregg Books Are Authoritative

H. G. HUMPHREYS

This comprehensive and instructive
manual was published for the guid
ance and help of the many ac
countants and comptrollers who are
called upon to deal with questions not
found in other industries.
It is an important contribution to ac
counting literature and discusses the
problems of oil accounting from the
"bringing in” of a new well through
the pumping, piping, refining and dis
tribution of the product. Recent at
tempts to bring about better condi
tions in the industry under codes of
fair competition and other regulatory
measures are discussed in the text,
and the author expounds his proposals
for the handling and auditing of ac
counts in all the fundamental phases
of the industry.
The book contains many illustrated
forms of account and will be most
helpful to the accounting departments
of oil companies.
CLOTH BOUND

136 Pages

Price $2.00

AMERICAN INSTITUTE
PUBLISHING CO., INC.
135 Cedar Street
New York
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ENJOY the
EYE COMFORT
of

NATIONAL
EYE-EASE
RECORDS
Accountants by actual experience find
that National “Eye-Ease” Record Forms
of green-white Hammermill paper, plus
restful brown and green ruling not only
lessen eye-strain, but also promote
accuracy.
Make this test yourself. Ask the stationer
to show you these National “Eye-Ease”
items now available:
END-BOUND COLUMN BOOKS, 2780-8288 Series.

“TUMBLER" ANALYSIS PADS, 5202E Se
ries. Bound in Coiled Wire, sheets lie flat —
turn back easily.

LOOSE LEAF LEDGER SHEETS, 7148A-D-E
Series.

RING BOOK SHEETS, 5920 Series.
LOOSE LEAF COLUMNAR SHEETS, 70482E Series.

“TUMBLER" STENO NOTE BOOKS, 3734
Series.

Write for Free Sample Sheets

NATIONAL
BLANK BOOK
COMPANY
HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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FOR YEARS UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER HAS

CARRIED IN ITS LITERATURE THE STATEMENT:

Ask Your Accountant
bow our machines will help you ”
Thus we invite the cooperation
of members of the accounting
profession in connection with
the effective application and in
stallation of Accounting Ma
chines.
Underwood Elliott Fisher
maintains a Library of Machine
Accounting Applications which

is available to you upon request.
Please feel free to call upon us,
without obligation of course, if
we can be of assistance to you.
Accounting Machine Division

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER COMPANY
Accounting Machines .. . Typewriters
Adding Machines
Carbon Paper, Ribbons and other Supplies

342 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Sales and Service Everywhere

Underwood Elliott Fisher
ACCOUNTING MACHINES
Every UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Accounting Machine
is backed by nation - wide, company - owned service facilities

Underwood Model

Sundstrand Model

Elliott Fisher Model

There is an Underwood Elliott Fisher Machine for every accounting purpose

Underwood Elliott Fisher Speeds the World’s Business
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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BALANCE-SHEET
By Charles B. Couchman, C.P.A.
A full and clear explanation of the use of the balance-sheet in
the business world of America today and of the problems arising
in the preparation and analysis of the balance-sheet.

CLOTH BOUND
288pages
Price $3.00

An appendix contains statements illustrating various forms
of balance-sheets with a proper display of the elements contained
in them.
This book is particularly valuable to business men, attorneys,
tax consultants, investors and students. It brings together in one
book a complete discussion of its subject. Practically all the
classifications appearing in the balance-sheets of commercial
organizations of standing are covered in this manual.

American Institute Publishing Co., Inc.
135 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK

DUTIES of
the JUNIOR
ACCOUNTANT

Revised and Enlarged by

ALFRED B. CIPRIANI

The original edition of Duties of the Junior Accountant was written in 1917
by Messrs. Reynold and Thornton. The steady sale of the book over a long
period of years indicates that beginners in the field still rely on this valua
ble manual as a guide.
Because of the many changes in business practice and in accounting Mr.
Cipriani undertook the task of revising and rewriting the book. While this
volume is based upon the earlier book, most of it has been rewritten and it
covers a much wider range than its predecessor.
Although the book is addressed to the junior accountant, many senior
accountants and even partners of firms will find it stimulating and instructive.

170 Pages

Pocket Size — Cloth hound

Price $1.50

AMERICAN INSTITUTE PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
135 CEDAR STREET. NEW YORK

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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Third Edition — September, 1928
Second Printing — May, 1930

C.P.A Newlove’s

Accounting

STANDARD
BANK CONFIRMATION FORMS

Theory, Auditing and Problems
A four-volume digest of problems and ques
tions given in 955 C. P. A. examinations by
accountancy boards in 48 states; June, 1929,
papers are included.
The four buckram-bound volumes contain 400
problems and 5,824 questions, classified in re
lated groups, with lectures authenticated by
7,579 specific references to recognized accounting
authorities. Volume II solves problems in Volume
I; Volume IV problems in Volume III. Time
allowances are given so problems may be solved
under C. P. A. conditions.
•
|

THE WHITE PRESS COMPANY, INC.,
Departmental Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

•
|

You may send me on 5 days approval books checked.
□ Complete Set (Four Volumes, 1,871 pages), $15.00
□ Volume I and Solutions (Vol. II), $7.50
□ Volume III and Solutions (Vol. IV), $7.50
I agree to pay for the books or return them postpaid within
five days of receipt.

|

|
|

■

|
|

Signed.............................................................................................

|

Street...................................................................................................................

City...................................................................................................
| (Sent on approval only in U. S. and Canada)
|

|

Write for Illustrative Circular

THE ETHICS OF A
PROFESSION
by

A. P. RICHARDSON
"The Ethics of a Profession" discusses the

opinions of accountants as to what constitutes
ethical practice in their profession. It reviews

Useful to Accountants
A special committee of the American Insti
tute of Accountants drafted a standard bank
confirmation form which was later approved
by the executive committee.

This form has already been widely used by
members of the Institute and has so well
established its popularity that it has been
decided to offer its use to other accountants
who are not members.

।
|

|
|
|
|

|

|
|
|
|

|

The price is $10.00 a thousand, payable when
ordering.

Orders should he addressed to:

AMERICAN
INSTITUTE PUBLISHING CO., INC.
135 Cedar Street, New York

|

|

AVE time; increase your ability to handle ac
counting questions with this great 1740-page
Shandbook.
Modem practice from simple bookkeep

ing to higher accounting — principles, working
procedure, forms, controls, reports, audits, etc.
31 big sections in one handy volume for desk or
brief case — the ACCOUNTANTS’ HANDBOOK.
Widely used by executives, credit men, bankers, as well as
accountants at every stage of experience — over 120,000 copies
bought. Nothing else like it at any price. Write today for free
32-page section, full details, and low cost of this famous book.
THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY

Dept. M795,15 East 26th St., New York, N. Y.

the temptations which are met by accountants
and presents the reasons why these temptations

should be resisted.

It describes the code of ethics of the profes
sion. It should have a place in the library of

every accountant.
159 PAGES

CLOTH BOUND

PRICE $1.50

AMERICAN INSTITUTE
PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
NEW YORK

WANTED
Additional Copies of the

September
January
February

1916
1934
1934

Journal of Accountancy

American Institute Publishing Co., Inc.
New York
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To those who
plan to take
the next C.P.A. examination
N addition to its regular
Course, the International
Accountants Society, Inc.,
offers a special Coaching
Course for Accountants who
are planning to take the C. P.
A. Examination.
This Course will be supplied
only to those who are already
competent accountants, as
no attempt is made to teach
general accounting in this
course. The instruction is
pointed directly at the C. P.
A. Examination.
Something more than a
knowledge of accounting is
necessary to insure success in
the examination room.
Solving examination prob
lems is vastly different from
the usual work of making

I

Particularly noteworthy
features of the training are:
100 problems in Practical Accounting
with solutions and comments
100 questions and answers in Account
ing Law
100 questions and answers in Auditing
100 questions and answers in Theory
of Accounts
Elaborate explanations and comments
that include, in addition to the finished
statements or solutions, such items as
suggestions for “Notes to the Examiner,”
working sheets, side calculations, use of
proper terminology, and discussions of
authoritative opinions.
Problems and questions (1) actually
used in a C. P. A. or an A. I. A. examina
tion, or (2) specially prepared to train
the candidate in handling certain points
likely to be encountered in the examination.

Personal correction, criticism, and grad
ing of every examination paper by a
Certified Public Accountant who has him
self passed the C. P. A. examination.
There are sixteen such Certified Public
Accountants on the Active Faculty of the
International Accountants Society, Inc.

audits, installing systems, or
conducting investigations.
Many men with little or no
practical experience can solve
C. P. A. problems readily—
many others with years of
experience flounder pitifully in
the examination room. WHY?
The candidate is required to
work at top speed. He must
work with limited information.
He has to construct defini
tions. Very often it is neces
sary for him to use unusual
working sheets.
The C. P. A. Coaching
Course given by the Interna
tional Accountants Society,
Inc., prepares you to meet
such conditions. The fee is $42,
and the text consists of twenty
lessons.

A SPECIAL booklet, “How to Prepare for the C. P. A. Examination," is now ready far those
who are interested. For a free copy, just write your name and address below and mail.

International Accountants Society, Inc.
A Division of the ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE
f

To the International Accountants Society, Inc., 3411 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Send me the special booklet, “How to Prepare for the C. P. A. Examination,”
which describes your special Coaching Course for Accountants.
Name.... ................................................................ ........... Company........................................................................ Address...................................................................................................................
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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Burroughs
can help you serve
your clients........
•

Burroughs offers such a comprehensive line of Adding, Billing,
Calculating and Accounting machines—in so many styles and

sizes—that the accountant can select exactly the right machines
to meet any accounting or figuring requirement. Burroughs
machines also provide the latest developments in speed, simplic
ity and ease of operation.

In carrying out their ideas, accountants find it advantageous to
familiarize themselves with the remarkable results obtained

from Burroughs machines.
Business men in all lines appreciate being informed as to what

these machines can do and as to the economies they represent.

The local Burroughs office will be glad to co-operate with you ...
to show you any Burroughs machine and to demonstrate its

application to any type of accounting work.

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE COMPANY
Detroit, Michigan

Bu rrou £hs
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A. P. Richardson, Editor
[Opinions expressed in The Journal of Accountancy are not necessarily en
dorsed by the publishers nor by the American Institute of Accountants. Articles are
chosen for their general interest, but beliefs and conclusions are often merely those of
individual authors.]
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EDITORIAL
The securities and exchange commission
Securities and Exchange has promulgated the requirements
Commission Re
under which applications are to be made
quirements
by business corporations for the per
manent registration of their securities on national exchanges
and a revised form for registration of new securities which have
a background of earnings and dividends. These requirements
had been awaited with intense interest by everyone concerned
with corporate finance. Fears had been expressed that the com
mission might utter requirements which would be unfavorable
to progress and would call for a mass of inconsequential detail.
It is therefore all the more gratifying to find that the promulgated
requirements as a whole are reasonable and are evidently drafted
in an earnest desire to secure for the investor the maximum amount
of pertinent information while burdening the corporation to the
least possible extent. The commission, under the chairmanship
of Joseph P. Kennedy, went about its difficult task in an un
prejudiced spirit of helpfulness. The advice of competent author
ity, such as the financial officers of leading industrial com
panies, prominent professional accountants and others, was sought
and gladly given, with the result that there is practically nothing
but praise to be accorded the commission. Corporations are
given a wide latitude in the manner of presenting the required
data. The emphasis has been on substance rather than on form,
and the criterion set by the commission is that it must secure the
facts about which “an average prudent investor ought reasonably
to be informed.” It will be remembered that under the earlier act
81
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a great mass of information was demanded so voluminous in
extent and so fraught with danger because of the liability imposed
on lawyers, accountants, directors and others that registration
became a thing dreaded. Commissioner Landis in an extremely
lucid and frank speech before the New York State Society of
Certified Public Accountants not only recognized the change but
emphasized the commission’s belief in flexibility. We believe
that everyone who had any part in the preparation of the re
quirements promulgated by the commission deserves hearty
commendation.
There is one feature of the requirements
Method of Determina
which
may be confidently described as
tion of Amounts
a distinctly forward step, and yet its
significance may be easily overlooked by a casual reader. The
analytical accountant reading the form of registration will be grati
fied to find that the commission calls for "the basis of determining
the amount” of items in the financial statements, particularly the
balance-sheet. This is a departure from tradition and custom,
and it indicates recognition of a vital truth which too often has
been overlooked. The items appearing on balance-sheets have
generally been spoken of as “values” expressed in dollars and
cents. As a matter of fact, some are based on cost without regard
to value, yet it would not have been astonishing had the com
mission called for “a basis of valuation.” There would have
been ample precedent behind it. In the English companies act
of 1928, for example, the law was revised to require that the
balance-sheet “shall state how the values of the fixed assets have
been arrived at.” Here in this country there has been a great
deal of loose talk about balance-sheet values. Accountants know
that the term “values” is a misnomer, but the general public
has not yet been sufficiently educated to grasp this fact. The
securities and exchange commission demonstrates its knowledge
of its subject by using the far more accurate phraseology “method
of determining the amounts.” This matter has not been suffi
ciently considered in the literature of accountancy. At the inter
national congress on accounting held in London in 1933, a
prominent accountant, discussing the word “valuation” which
was included in the title of a subject assigned to him, said

“I think it important that it should be realized how miscon
ceived is the notion all too common that the balance-sheet of a
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commercial undertaking purports to set forth the value of the
assets of that undertaking. In so far as those assets are what are
generally known as fixed assets to endeavor to set forth in a
balance-sheet any sale value would be irrelevant, even if it were
not also impracticable.”

And in a review of a book dealing with the financial policy of
corporations Maurice E. Peloubet wrote in The Journal of Ac
countancy for January, 1935: “All attempts to inject into
accounts conceptions of value not supported by transactions
actual or to be consummated in the near future open the way to
manipulation and deceit and deprive the investor of any solid
basis for his conclusions.” It seems to be high time that the
public were undeceived on this question of values, especially of
fixed assets in balance-sheets; and no doubt the requirements of
the security and exchange commission will do much to bring about
a better understanding. The great point to make clear to the
investor is what the commission describes as the basis of deter
mination of amounts. With that before him the investor, if he
be the reasonably intelligent person he is supposed to be, can form
his own opinion as to the true meaning of asset items on the
balance-sheet and can discern, when the theory of value is re
moved, that fixed assets are shown at amounts which may be
determined in any one of a dozen ways. So long as he knows the
way of determination he is not liable to be deceived. It will be a
little difficult to accustom investors to the absence of the precious
word “value.” It is a kind of fetish which has been overworked
by economists and schoolmen generally, who have sought by the
use of a simple, common word to afford a method of interpreting
financial statements. We congratulate the commission on its
wisdom.

One of the most important and poten
tially helpful pamphlets recently pub
lished appeared in the early part of Jan
uary. The pamphlet is entitled A Summary of the British Tax
System, with Special Reference to its Administration. It is the
work of Roswell Magill, L. H. Parker and Eldon P. King, who,
acting under instructions of the joint committee on internal
revenue taxation of the congress of the United States, visited
Great Britain to survey the laws and their administration in
the British Isles and to prepare a report for the information of
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congress. The American representatives were accorded the most
courteous welcome and assistance by everyone with whom they
came in contact in the course of their investigations, and the
report which now appears in pamphlet form will, we trust, be care
fully considered by everyone concerned with the enactment or
administration of tax laws at Washington. Conditions in America
and Great Britain are not identical and there must be wide differ
ences in the applicability of taxation, but fundamentally the same
principles are common to both countries.
When the first of the present series of
income-tax laws was enacted in 1913
there were members of the house of
representatives who seemed to feel that America had nothing to
learn from the experience of other lands in which income taxation
had been in effect; but others, notably Cordell Hull, now secretary
of state (who was probably the most active leader of thought in
congress on the subject of taxation), gave careful attention to the
questions which had arisen and had been answered in Great
Britain and elsewhere. The early drafts, prior to the emergency
of the world war, attempted in some respects to follow the exam
ple of Great Britain, but before the tax bills had ended their
devious career through house and senate and joint committees
they appeared for the president’s signature in a form that differed
greatly from the original drafts. One of the most important of
the departures from English precedent was the decision to tax
capital gains and to give credit for capital losses. When this
principle was adopted the legislators were warned that the time
would come when the country would repent the adoption of such
a policy. This prediction has been amply verified. Indeed, it
may not be going too far to say that if the treatment of capital
gains as income and the allowance of capital losses as deductions
from income had not been permitted, the country today would be
in an infinitely better position and a great deal of misunderstand
ing and misrepresentation would have been avoided. Had we
followed the British precedent there would have been no such
unfortunate experiences as befell us following the market crash
of 1929. Everyone remembers the bitter attacks upon men of
wealth for doing what the laws specifically permitted them to do,
namely to claim credit for the terrific losses which occurred in
every rich man’s total wealth. It seems to be impossible to
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avoid public misconception of the facts. A man whose income in
the true sense was, let us say, a million dollars, had suffered actual
losses in capital amounting to more than a million dollars, and
consequently at the end of a year, under the principles of our
income-tax laws, he was tax exempt. To tax capital gains with
out its corollary, the allowance of capital losses, was suggested,
but under competent legal advice was never actually attempted.
The reason for adoption of the theory
of taxation of capital gains was of
course the desire to force taxpayers to
pay the utmost possible amount under the rates of tax of the
several acts. And that was well enough in a time of advancing
markets when the gains far exceeded the losses. But the pseudo
economists of congress were shortsighted. They seemed, in
common with most of us, to believe that America was on an ever
upward road and would never go down again into the valley of
depression. Now even those legislators who were most firmly
convinced of the wisdom of taxing capital gains would probably
admit the error of their ways. This is one of the points which is
emphasized in the report on the British tax system. It is instruc
tive to recall that Great Britain, far more seriously injured by the
war than was America, her foreign trade shattered, her people
taxed almost intolerably, has today come up out of the depths
and seems to be on the high road to health; and through it all she
has not at any time attempted to tax capital gains as a part of
income. Had our supposititious millionaire been a resident of
England, he would have been taxed upon his million dollar income
without regard to the losses in capital values which the depres
sion created.
The Scheme Fails
in Long Run

Unfortunately, it is not possible in the
space available here to reproduce the ex
cellent report on the British tax system,
but some of the conclusions are so significant that they demand
notice. The committee of three divides the conclusions under
six headings: first, decentralization; second, personnel; third,
board procedure; fourth, court procedure; fifth, other improve
ments in administration; and, sixth, restatement and improvement
of the law. Under the heading ‘‘decentralization ” the committee
draws attention to the fact that in Great Britain assessment and
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collection of taxes has been kept practically current; appeals are
comparatively few; and taxpayers are well satisfied with the fair
ness and efficiency of the revenue service. These service results
appear to be mainly due to the British system of decentralization
and to the excellent personnel which has been developed. Broad
powers are conferred upon the tax inspector in the field, and his
work is not subject to repeated and time-consuming reviews by
higher revenue officers as is the case in the United States. “The
most frequent criticism directed against the federal system of ad
ministration is not inaccuracy of determinations but delay in the
final disposition of cases. . . . The good results secured under the
British system of administration suggest a more decentralized
administration of the federal income tax and the employment of
a sufficient field force.” The question of personnel in the two
countries is different, and it seems that the principal difficulty here
could be overcome if the personnel were recruited through the
civil service. If security of tenure, satisfactory salary and pen
sion provisions were established and civil service examinations im
proved, the best quality of men would be attracted to the service.

Board procedure and court procedure
are of course vitally important ques
tions and the suggestions which the
committee makes deserve the most painstaking consideration.
The committee also draws attention to other improvements in
administration which might with advantage be made, and then
comes to the chief question of all, namely the restatement and
improvement of the law. Let us quote the conclusions of the
committee on this subject:
The Committee’s
Recommendations

“Although our income tax laws are to be commended as exam
ples of unusually skillful draftmanship, their difficulty and com
plexity is a commonplace. It is possible that, in a complex
society, a reasonably simple and comprehensible tax law is out of
the question. Nevertheless, an attempt to restate and codify
the federal income-tax law would be likely to result in clarifica
tion, particularly of the unexpressed and sometimes conflicting
theories on which some of the provisions are framed. If the task
were well done, it should be possible to secure a statute which
would not need substantial changes from year to year, except in
its rate schedules.
“The work of restatement itself would have to be performed by
a few trained men, thoroughly familiar with the present law and
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with the practice under it. A group of advisers drawn from the
treasury, the bar and the accounting profession should be formed
for consultation and criticism, as in the case of the various re
statements of the law fostered by the American Law Institute.
To be most effective, it is particularly necessary that the restate
ment should be made only after the fullest consideration of the
present practice. A similar undertaking in Great Britain is
just now being completed.
“In the course of such restatement, it will probably be found
that greater simplicity and equity could be obtained in some
instances and more regard given to economic conditions, if the
existing law were changed. Also, some minor changes might
result from the mere restatement of the law. It is believed,
therefore, that those in charge of the restatement of the law
should have direct contact with the proper committees of the
congress, as well as with the group of advisers above mentioned.
The following major questions, involving possible changes in the
substantive law, might well be considered: (1) Should we depend
more on a general (instead of detailed) statement of a statutory
rule, coupled with a delegation of discretionary power to the tax
administration to make the detailed application; (2) should we
eliminate the taxation of capital gains and the deduction of capital
losses, in order to secure a more stable revenue and to avoid many
complex questions in connection with valuations and reorganiza
tions; (3) should we, as corollary to (2), limit the deductions for
depreciation and depletion as has been done in England; (4)
should we collect more revenue at the source, especially in the
case of income going out of the country; and (5) should we revise
our provisions relating to interest, penalties, and filing of returns?
“The persons responsible for the restatement of the law should
prepare and submit the new legislation to the congressional com
mittees having such legislation in charge, with a full statement of
present practice and the reasons for the proposed changes. These
committees would, of course, initiate the legislation, after review
ing or revising the prepared draft in the light of a full considera
tion of the restatement and explanations.”

The first two of the major questions
Some Questions Easily
propounded in the excerpt of the report
Answered
above may certainly be answered in the
affirmative. It would undoubtedly be better to depend upon a
general statement of a statutory rule rather than upon a meticu
lous set of instructions which because of their inelasticity often
will work hardship. The elimination of capital gains from classi
fication as profits should be carried out at once. The third
question, of depreciation and depletion deductions, will arouse
less unanimity of opinion. Collection at the source, which works
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admirably in Great Britain, would probably be unpopular and,
therefore, somewhat ineffective in this country. Most Americans
like to do their own tax-paying, if it has to be done. The fifth
question seems to call for an affirmative reply. Some of the pro
visions relative to interest, penalties and the filing of returns are
not satisfactory, and they should be revised in the light of the
experiences of the past twenty years. Some of the minor findings
of the committee appear to be slightly inaccurate. For example,
the investigators seem to have misunderstood to some extent the
treatment of depreciation under the British laws. One point that
should have been mentioned is omitted, namely, that when a case
is closed, no subsequent ruling of the court can reopen it either
for the government or for the taxpayer. These matters, however,
while too important to be ignored, do not detract from the
general excellence of the report and it will be universally agreed
among all who have had to do with taxes and taxation that con
gress should give consideration to the entire report and should
prayerfully weigh the advantages and disadvantages which the
study of comparative taxation in the two countries indicates.
The movement to discourage the prac
tice of competitive bidding for profes
sional work is spreading throughout the
country, and we believe that every
attempt to abolish the system, with its concomitant evils, brings
us a little nearer to the time when there will be no more of it. In
one of the great cities of the Mississippi valley, where bidding for
municipal audits has been a tradition for many years, a group of
accountants representing thirteen firms recently sent a communi
cation to the city clerk in an effort to spread the gospel. The
letter reads in part as follows:
Competitive Bidding
for Municipal
Audits

“We have seen the ‘notice to certified public accountants’ pub
lished in the press recently, asking for bids for an audit of the
city’s affairs for the year 1934. We have also received your per
sonal letter calling our attention to this advertisement.
“We are deeply appreciative of your personally mailing this
notice to us; at the same time we feel that the profession of ac
countancy, particularly as practised by certified public account
ants, should be recognized as a profession and we feel that cer
tified public accountants who have been examined and licensed
by the state . . . should not be required to submit certified
cheques or bidders’ bond or surety bond covering their bid and the
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performance of their work. We understand that surety or bid
ding is not required of an attorney or a physician who might be
engaged by the city for some professional service. For this
reason we feel that the city should eliminate these requirements.
“We further feel that the city should also discontinue asking
for bids on the city audit and that it should select certified public
accountants, without asking for bids thereon, and should rotate
the work among local certified public accountants in whom it has
confidence.”

We are not at all sure that the plan of “rotating the work” would
be entirely desirable, unless there were always complete co
operation between the outgoing and the incoming auditors, but
the substance of the letter is quite sound. If the accountants of
every city would take similar action it would undoubtedly help to
hasten the required reformation.
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Business Failures and the Small-Business Man
By Robert B. Hawthorn
If one were to ask one of his small-business acquaintances his
opinion concerning the future of his business, he would probably
say that the day had passed when a man with a small amount of
capital could go into business and succeed or that the competition
of the chain stores and the large independents is making it almost
impossible for the small, local storekeeper to stay in business.
The reason for his believing this is more psychological than
factual, for there appears to be little evidence to support either of
these conclusions. Of course, if he accepts without further
thought or analysis some of the failure statistics of one of the
larger credit agencies, there might be some reason for believing
that the small business is sinking into oblivion. It will be helpful
to review and briefly analyse these statistics before coming to any
conclusion.
The Bradstreet Company, which in 1933 merged with its rival,
R. G. Dun & Co., reported in its 1932 yearbook that of some
31,700 concerns which failed in the United States and Canada in
1932, more than 28,000 or 89.3%, had not more than $20,000 of
capital. Bradstreet further reported that in the decade from 1923
to 1932 the failures numbered some 217,300, and that the failures
for 1932 were over four times those of 1919 (the year in which the
smallest number was recorded since 1880).
On the face of such revelations, it might appear that Mr. SmallBusiness Man knew what he was talking about. But if he con
siders that the actual number of new businesses exceeded the
failures during the same period by 48,000, this large number of
failures should not arouse undue pessimism. The same may be
said for the fact that the failures for 1932 were more than four
times greater than those of 1919. It must be remembered that in
1919 nearly all of us shared in the prosperity following the world
war, which left nearly all of Europe prostrate and largely de
pendent upon our unlimited and unimpaired resources. Nor
should we lose sight of the fact that 1919, the year in which it may
be said nobody complained about bad business, has been used as a
kind of yardstick by both large and small in measuring the amount
of business which they think should gravitate to them, forgetting
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that then the main problem was getting merchandise to sell, not,
as now, one of finding someone to buy it.
Probably the best indication that the small-business man is in
error in believing that he is headed for the rocks is a comparison of
the percentage of failures among small businesses for 1932 with the
percentages for 1930 and 1931. This is the acid test. Those fail
ing whose capital was $20,000 or less, it was noted, were 89 out of
every 100. Does this not compare favorably with 95 for 1931 and
96 for 1930? Does this not indicate that there was a decline of
some 7% in the proportionate number of small-business failures
from 1930 to 1932 and a proportionate increase in the large?
Does this not indicate that the small business is decidedly holding
its own?
The average small business man looks into the future with fore
boding. Rarely does he consider what he hears and reads in the
light of its real economic meaning. When his business is bad he
usually blames others who, in most cases, have had little or noth
ing to do with it. He never stops to consider that his trouble
might be himself—his own shortcomings. While nearly every
small-business man and every street-corner economist has a dif
ferent view regarding the depression, its cause and its ultimate
effect upon society, they all agree that the “chains ” and the larger
independents are primarily responsible for the predicament of the
small merchant. In fact, so much of this sort of thing has been
said that many have given up and are now only waiting for their
creditors to come along and close them up.
There has been a great deal of talk to the effect that one can not
operate a business without capital—and by this is meant more
capital than the average small business employs. Not only have
the small merchants themselves advanced this argument, but
it has been encouraged by large credit agencies and the Mainstreet commentators, whose opinions out of half-knowledge have
had much to do with moulding the minds of the small, local store
keepers.
It is manifestly true that there have been more failures among
small businesses than there should have been; but to say that lack
of capital has been the principal cause is, I think, to place too
much emphasis on only one of the possible causes of failure.
But what, it may be asked, are the real underlying causes of the
many failures? The question is indeed difficult to answer; it can
hardly be answered to the satisfaction of all of us. Bradstreet,
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for one, for a number of years attempted to classify them, but
there was left much room for controversy. Bradstreet stated
that lack of capital is unequivocally the predominant cause.
The following is a list of the causes of failure for 1932, and the
relative percentage of each to the total, as taken from Bradstreet’s
Business Year Review, issue January 28, 1933:
Incompetence.......................................................................... 13.6%
Inexperience...............................................................................
3.0
Lack of capital...................................................................... 30.2
Unwise credits............................................................................
1.0

Total internal cause........................................................
Extravagance..........................................................................
Neglect....................................................................................
Fraud.......................................................................................
Speculation..............................................................................
Total culpable internal cause.........................................
Competition............................................................................
Unfavorable circumstances....................................................
Failure of others.....................................................................

Total external cause.......................................................

47.8%
0.2%
0.3
0.5
0.1
1.1

1.1
49.0
1.0

51.1

100.0%

Of the personal or “internal” causes, according to this sum
mary, lack of capital has led the field, with incompetence and
inexperience. Taken together, a fairly close second. Inasmuch
as there is little to distinguish them, the two have been combined
here in order to eliminate the possibility of confusion. Obviously,
if a man is inexperienced, he is also incompetent—at least he is
incompetent until he acquires experience. A man may be a good
carpenter, for example, and yet prove himself wholly inefficient
if called upon to manage the affairs of a large lumber mill or furni
ture factory. As I see it, almost all of Bradstreet’s internal causes,
both culpable and inculpable, are closely related.
Many small-business men are, no doubt, doomed to failure from
the start, simply because they have not the remotest idea of the
capital that is necessary or what knowledge they should possess to
insure the success of their undertaking. Failure in such cases
might be attributed, not only to lack of capital, but to several other
things as well.
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The following episode will illustrate the folly of attempting to
attribute to some one cause each of the thousands of business
failures:
Some few years ago I knew a man, a salesman for one of the
fairly large instalment houses, who became dissatisfied with his
position and resigned. He felt confident that he could succeed
with a store of his own. With the little money he had saved up
and with what else he was able to borrow from his credulous rela
tives, he started out, endeavoring to compete with his former em
ployer. His whole capital outlay did not exceed $8,000 or $9,000.
To complete the story, he bought at the outset some $15,000 of
merchandise, $10,000 of which was on credit, rented a large store,
and spent nearly the entire balance of his money, about $3,000, on
fixtures, before selling a dollar’s worth of merchandise. He set
out to do the volume of business his former employer had done—
and did do it. The sheriff closed up the business eighteen months
afterward.
I should like to know how Bradstreet classified my friend,
whether his failure was charged to lack of capital or to inexperience
—or to what. My guess is that all the causes under the first
caption and perhaps one or two under the second or third were
responsible. If, however, I were forced to decide definitely, my
conclusion, like Bradstreet’s, would be purely a guess, notwith
standing that I know intimately the man and his methods of do
ing business. Had this man had more capital he might have
eventually succeeded; he might have been able to overcome his
costly errors of judgment and have made a success. On the other
hand, he probably would have failed anyway. Incompetence
and inexperience as a rule go hand in hand with lack of capital. If
a man ventures into business without sufficient capital, there is
usually some other weakness more serious and deep-rooted.
Capital deficiency sometimes has its virtues as well as its vices.
Someone once asked one of our so-called captains of industry
what was the cause of his success. His reply was: "Lack of
capital.” Personally, I am inclined to believe that, if the facts
were known, lack of capital, without incompetence or inexperience
projecting themselves into the picture, would be found actually
responsible for far less than 30% of the total failures.
The importance of lack of capital as a cause of failure has been
much discounted in an investigation of 512 failures in 1930 in
New Jersey, made by the department of commerce in collabora
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tion with the institute of human relations of the law school of
Yale. Their report has this to say:
In tabulations of the causes of business failure, one frequently
finds “lack of capital” near the top of the list. This is easily
understood. In viewing the failed concern, with its huge debts
and small assets, both debtors and creditors have a tendency in
correctly to attribute the failure to lack of capital. They look
back over the months preceding failure, when the debtor had dif
ficulty in raising money to meet his obligations, and the matter
seemed obvious; he failed because he lacked capital.
Lack of capital was not an important cause of failure in the
cases studied. In most of these cases where failure was attributed
to lack of capital, something else was the cause. These individ
uals had control over all the capital they could efficiently ad
minister; in fact, in a few instances, the figures seemed to indicate
that too much capital, rather than too little, contributed to the
downfall. The owners of the businesses had received generous
extensions of credit, the proceeds of which had been used up
gradually through lack of proper management. They then
lacked capital, it is true, but this condition was a result of failure,
rather than a cause of it. Undoubtedly at times competent busi
ness men launch themselves on enterprises with possibilities for
success, and are forced into failure because, for some reason or
other, they are unable to secure credit to carry on the business;
but these cases are rare and were inconspicuous in the New Jersey
study. . . .

Unwise credit, it therefore would appear, has had little to do
with the many failures. It has been responsible for only one
per cent. of the total. Here there seems to be a conflict of causes.
Undoubtedly, many failures attributed to laxity in granting credit
have been classified under lack of capital, incompetence or in
experience. The fact that these are general causes, any one of
which might embrace unwise credit, leads me to believe that
Bradstreet might have classified some of our victims of “unwise
credit” as “incompetents.” That he was incompetent might
easily be said about a person who had not recognized the im
portance of collecting his accounts. It is hard to perceive how a
person can fail because of his laxity in extending credit without his
being either incompetent or inexperienced. It is much like a
doctor’s saying that the death of one of his patients was due to
some infectious disease, while that of another, who suffered alike,
was due to his heart’s ceasing to function. Since it is nothing
more than a “hangover” from injudicious selling, unwise credit
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most certainly is a form of either incompetence or inexperience or
both.
In nearly all the failed concerns with which I have come in
contact during the past twelve years, credit losses have been
heavy. Particularly is this true in the case of small businesses.
The New Jersey study revealed that bad-debt losses in some in
stances were as high as 40% of open credit sales. Concerning
credit and credit losses, the investigators’ report reads thus:
The poor credit methods of the businesses which failed are
evidenced by the large losses on bad debts. . . . For the year
preceding failure the average bad debt loss on open credit . . .
was 7.2% [of credit sales]. The average loss on instalment credit
was 17.1%. . . . According to the reports of the national retail
credit survey conducted by the department of commerce, the
average open-credit loss for all types of retailers was 0.6%.

The difference, then, between the average percentages of credit
losses of the successful and the unsuccessful would indicate that
unwise credit has had a great deal to do with the many failures.
Regardless of how efficiently it is run otherwise, no retail business
can survive when it loses continually in worthless accounts 17%—
or even 7%—of its sales. The foregoing percentages are, I think,
representative of the whole country. Certainly New Jersey does
not differ from other states in this matter.
To account for such a large percentage of credit losses is not
difficult. To begin with, the average small merchant often sells
his goods to persons who he knows are “deadbeats,” thinking that
they will pay him when they do not pay others. In other words,
he is momentarily more interested in making the sale than in
whether or not he will eventually collect for it.
As a matter of fact, very few small-business men avail them
selves of the services of their local credit exchange or association,
whose files contain the credit history of almost every local buyer.
In order to save the cost of membership, which is often nominal,
many small merchants extend credit without inquiring into the
credit standing of their customers. As a result, these small
merchants often lose in bad accounts in the course of a year much
more than would be their cost of membership.
The credit exchange, needless to say, is a necessary adjunct to
modern business. These exchanges, located in nearly every city
or town of any consequence, have had more than anything else
to do with stabilizing and strengthening credit all over the
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country. Many persons who otherwise would not pay their bills,
knowing that their local credit association keeps a record of how
they meet their obligations, now pay.
Recently I asked a credit exchange manager how many small,
local merchants were members of his association. “Not over
25%,” he answered. Of the New Jersey failures, whose credit
losses and credit methods were studied, the percentage was much
smaller than that. “Of the 238 businesses reporting on the sub
ject, 32, or 13.4%, used credit bureaus, and 206, or 86.6%, did
not. ...”
It is generally conceded that poor management is the parent
cause of business failure. Particularly is this true in the case of
small businesses.
Now why should there be so few good managers among small
business men? Not long ago I asked one of my clients, a success
ful small merchant, his views on the question. “They are,” he
said, “unable to manage themselves. And those who do pretend
to mind their affairs,” he added, “never accomplish anything, for
the simple reason that they persist in sticking to methods which
are as out of date as hoopskirts.”
Here is sounded, probably, the keynote to the whole score.
Very often—too often, no doubt—business men, both large and
small, become engrossed in matters foreign to their own businesses.
Golf, which is now indulged in by the proletariat as well as those
higher up the business ladder, has perhaps drawn the minds of
many away from their businesses. The increase in the number of
golf courses and in the manufacture of golf paraphernalia since the
war tends to show the plausibility of this conjecture. This brings
to mind another example not dissimilar, and that is the large
number of men who, before the market crash in 1929, dissipated
much of their time watching the blackboards in the offices of their
brokers. I know of several who invested in stocks at inflated
prices (on margin) more than they had in their own businesses.
Good merchandising is probably the most vital factor in the
success of a business enterprise. Yet nearly all that a vast num
ber of small business executives know about it is buying something
for one price and selling it for another. Such problems as over
stocks, overhead—that is, keeping the expense under the margin
of gross profit—little concern them.
Like the extension of credit, the importance of bookkeeping is
often underestimated. More often the rule than the exception,
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the small-business man seems to believe that bookkeeping is a use
less adornment, one which only adds to his overhead—something
which only his larger competitor can afford. He never stops to
consider that comprehensible records can be made to “pay for
their keep” in information which can be used in the constructive
management of affairs.
The New Jersey investigators found that over 50% of those
whose bookkeeping methods were studied kept inadequate
records. “Of 408 businesses for which information was secured
on this point 96 (25.5%) kept no books at all, 120 (29.4%) kept
books which were inadequate for the purpose of showing the condi
tion of the business, and 192 (47.1%) kept books which might
be described as adequate. . . .”
It may be said, then, in all propriety, that the lack of proper
records or of any at all has contributed largely to many failures.
It can hardly have been a coincidence that most of the concerns
whose failures were studied kept books which were said to be
inadequate.
“But this is the age of the specialist.” How often have we
heard these or similar words. While specialized knowledge may
be an essential of the mental equipment of a large-business execu
tive, it sometimes proves to be an impediment to his small-busi
ness contemporary. For instance, a man with years of experi
ence in the purchasing department of a large corporation might
venture into the field of small business and fail. Such a man
might place undue emphasis upon the buying function to the
neglect of others and buy himself into bankruptcy. In fact, a
specialist in a small business is wholly out of place. I know of
three recent failures which were largely due to the fact that the
men in charge put too much stress upon one phase of management
—selling. They paid little or no attention to the others, which
they thought of little consequence. These men were good sales
men and nothing else. It never occurred to them that their grab
bag buying and their trial-and-error methods of administration
would overshadow their ability to sell. I here mention overselling
and overbuying, not because they are necessarily the most serious
breaches of good management, but mainly because they are
believed to be the two most common causes of failure. “Over”
anything else, of course, can be equally hazardous.
Even if I were capable of discussing the many phases of manage
ment, I could hardly do so here for lack of space. Besides, this
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article is intended to be one of diagnosis rather than prescription.
Moreover, anything that might be said would be perhaps only a
repetition of the platitudes with which the most of us are already
familiar. The whole field of management, as I see it, so far as it
concerns the small-business man, can be summarized in a very few
words: He must know something about almost everything related
to his business, since it is not large enough to warrant his employ
ing others experienced in the several branches—buying, selling,
credits and collections, accounting, personnel, etc.—to assist him.
In short, he must make himself an all-around executive, one who
can wrestle with and solve the many problems of present-day
management.
One of the most familiar cries of the small-business man these
days is “competition.” He considers it probably the most
dangerous of his common enemies. Competition is, in most
cases, however, an excuse for failure, rather than a cause of it.
Conversely, competition sometimes has a good effect; it tends to
lessen the number of failures by forcing the less progressive to put
into practice in their own businesses some of the efficiency
responsible for the success of their competitors. A further indica
tion of the stimulating effect of competition, in some cases, is the
fact that many businesses thrive in groups.
Proving that there is still virtue in the old adage, “In union
there is strength,” many kinds of businesses have found it
profitable to band together for research in their respective fields.
Cost, expense and earning figures are exchanged by the members
of the various groups. Nearly all the large department stores—
and many of the smaller ones also—are affiliated with the National
Retail Dry Goods Association and the bureau of business research
of Harvard for the mutual exchange of information beneficial to
the trade as a whole. If small-business men were to organize
themselves in a similar way, study the methods of their successful
colleagues and make a serious attempt to analyze and to eliminate
their own individual deficiencies, they would have little to fear
from their imaginary enemies, the “chains” and the large
independents.
It is conceded that the national recovery act has been rather
disappointing to the “new dealers” generally in its failure to
bring about a large measure of recovery. The inequities of the
N.R.A., so far as they concern the small-business man, have been
brought to our attention many times during the past year and
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need no repetition here. Regardless of what we may say about it,
it has at least stimulated the tendency of business generally to or
ganize. Independent wholesalers and retailers are forming buy
ing pools, which are nothing more than unions. The National
Retailers Council is calling to arms retailers in all lines for the
purpose of organizing to promote cooperative buying. As this
movement gains momentum, the large national “chains” will
have a powerful foe with which to reckon.
As I see it, all retailers—and this includes the “chains” as well
—have most to fear the present tendency of consumers themselves
to organize—to band together and deal direct with manufacturers
and producers. This movement, in fact, is spreading rapidly.
But what, it might be asked, of the public’s attitude toward the
small-business man? Has it undergone any material change dur
ing this era of “scientific” management? As a lay observer, I
would say that it has not; on the contrary, the public still has a
deep affection for him, although he does not always believe it.
The average consumer will continue to patronize him, provided he
will put forth some effort to keep pace with the times.
About all that the “chains ” and the large independents offer the
public in competition with the small-business man are prices
somewhat lower than his. Even this is a moot question, if we
stop to place a value upon the service which the independent
merchant often renders. Many housewives never seem to con
sider it. Let us assume that the “chains” do undersell him.
Even so, the price differential is often negligible. In fact, the
“chains’” low prices are in many instances a myth. When the
difference is small, as is the case generally, it seldom offsets the
personal appeal, that of the friend and neighbor. Everything
else being nearly equal, the average buyer likes to transact busi
ness with someone whom he knows intimately, someone who mani
fests a genuine interest in his welfare and in that of his family.
Since the war many of the larger concerns have attempted to
invoke the social aspect as a kind of antidote to competition.
They have sought to employ clerks with a wide acquaintance in
the city or town, chosen not for their business acumen or their
knowledge of what their employer has to sell, but for their ability
to “break down the customer’s sales resistance.” But somehow
these concerns have not been quite able to imitate this air of
friendliness, which is, and always has been, one of the small
business man’s chief assets. The small-business man, it seems,
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has a monopoly in the art of injecting a spirit of altruism
into his dealings with those who patronize him. He does not
always know, however, when it reaches a point of diminishing
returns.
One never hears a discussion about competition nowadays
without something said about the chain-store “menace.” Many
believe that the “chains” are threatening to make threadbare our
whole economic fabric. This may be so; but I, for one, am not
yet convinced of it. Although the chain-store scheme is nearly a
hundred years old, it appears to be still more or less an experi
ment, in view of the number of changes in the methods of mer
chandising which may have been effected in the past decade and
the number of stores which have come and gone in our cities and
towns. Nor do the compilations of the bureau of the census,
whose figures are probably the most trustworthy that we have,
indicate that the business of the chains has reached the gargan
tuan size that many would have us believe. The census reported
that in 1930 only 10% of the retail stores were chains and that
they made 21% of the total retail sales. It reports also that their
main activity has been confined to four or five retail businesses,
principally groceries, clothing and shoes. The ill effects of chain
competition, then, would appear to be more imaginary than
real. At least, these figures should relieve the minds of those
who have felt that the “chains” are gobbling up most of the
retail business!
I do not mean to imply that the small, local merchants have not
suffered from chain competition, for they have. There is
scarcely a village or hamlet that does not have its “ DizzyLizzy” specialty store or its “Willy-Nilly” grocery, competing
for a share of the meager trade. It is also true that the “chains,”
through their large purchasing power, their ability to employ
competent people in all departments, and their careful control
over stock and capital turnovers, have reduced to no little degree
the sales and profits of the small storekeepers.
Whether the “chains” will continue to thrive remains to be
seen. As Stuart Chase has said: “The ‘chains’ are locked in
sanguinary struggles among themselves—there are just so many
prize locations on main street.” In his book Prosperity: Fact or
Myth, written in 1929 and published in July, 1930, he tells us that
in a survey of 500 independent grocery store failures, it was found
that 65% were due to inexperience; 17% to fires, floods, robbery
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and sickness; 17% to character breakdown; and that only 1.4%
were due to competition. One’s behavior, then, would seem to
have something to do with one’s success in business!
Today many problems confront the “chains.” The most im
portant perhaps is high rent. Many chain-store operators now
have a veritable millstone around their necks in the form of leases
at high rentals which were made when it looked is if the bubble
of prosperity, radiating every color of the spectrum, would remain
afloat indefinitely. The second in importance, probably, is that,
in recent years, much propaganda has been spread depicting the
chains’ damaging effects to our community life and standards of
living. To combat the enemy, independent merchants have en
listed their city, town and even their state officers and many
consumers into a vast army, one ready to defend the home mer
chants against the “invasion.” The state in which I live (Louisi
ana) has been recently added to the list of those that have enacted
legislation aimed at the large national chains. The tax bill
passed by the last regular session of the legislature levies a tax
ranging from $10 to $550 upon each individual store in the state,
depending upon the number of stores each owner operates all over
the United States. The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Com
pany, which operates about one hundred stores in Louisiana, will
thus pay a tax of some $50,000 a year.
The local merchant’s grievance against the chains is familiar to
us all. For that reason I hesitate to repeat it. But since it is
necessary in order to show the fallacy of it, I shall do so anyway.
It is argued that the chains send away from the community all, or
nearly all, the money they take in and that very little ever gets
back to the local people by way of local expenditures. Even upon
cursory analysis there seems to be little to support such an argu
ment. The chains, like the home merchants, are dependent upon
the communities in which they operate. If the community is not
prosperous, certainly they can not prosper. The chains, more
over, can not monopolize the business unless they can greatly
undersell their local competitors—which some of us believe they
can not do.
The chains, as I view it, are presently caught in a vise—high
rent on the one side and a steadily rising tide of prejudice against
them on the other. And the grip on the tightening screw is held
by none other than two of the home folk, the local real-estate
owner and the local merchant. The former has behind him his
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monthly maturing rent notes, and the latter his organized force of
propagandists—his friends, neighbors and sympathizers.
It has not been my desire, as I have tried to make clear, to air
the deficiencies of the small-business man. In this discussion of
the causes of failure, I have attempted merely to show that most
of the failures have been due, not to the small businesses having
become antiquated, but largely to the small-business men them
selves, who have been reluctant to follow a formula which might
insure success.
The average small-business man has been slow to seek out the
real cause of his adversity. In centering on what he believes it to
be, he has accused, as I stated at the beginning, those who have
little to do with it. Chains and independents larger than he have
sprung up around him and from outward appearances have
prospered, while he has failed to prosper; hence his confirmed be
lief that the competition they have given him has been wholly
responsible for his inability to succeed.
Perhaps he ought not to be censured for believing this, since to
blame others for that for which we ourselves are to blame is a most
common trait of human nature. Rarely does one attempt a
critical analysis of one’s self and of one’s own shortcomings. The
real reason, I think, that the small-business man's perspective is
somewhat distorted is that the transition of modern business has
been gradual—too gradual for him to see the changes which have
taken place around him and to recognize their significance.
In the past decade, business has undergone a complete trans
formation. The transformation has been for a makeshift tool to
an intricate machine, a machine whose wheels have to be lubri
cated if it is to function properly. Guesswork, to put it plainly,
has been supplanted by sound business methods.
The present economic dilemma has brought about many
reversals of the old order. For one thing, control of many of the
large concerns has passed into the hands of the bankers, whose
ability to run them appears indeed questionable, if we stop to
consider the wholesale bank failures during the three years preced
ing the bank “holiday.” The utter collapse of the whole banking
structure on the day the “new deal” took office should convince
the most credulous that the bankers have their hands full getting
their own house in order. Moreover, a great many of us are not so
sure that the bankers are capable of managing alien businesses.
While corporate stockholders may not be asking pertinent ques
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tions about dividends, they are still wondering why there have
been such large shrinkages in the value of their holdings. This
alone is causing both the bankers and the corporate managers
deep concern, especially those of the former who sold or unwit
tingly recommended securities to their customers.
As for the chains, the depression has made it difficult for many
of them to keep up the pace at which they traveled a few years
ago. One of the largest, a drug chain, two or three years ago
went so far as to champion a bill in the national congress to
prohibit price-cutting, not only in its own field, but in every other.
Thus we see, strange as it may seem, a nauseous prescription
forced upon the one concocting it. Thus we see that price-cutting
has reacted forcefully, if not forcibly, against one of those initiat
ing the practice.
Obviously, in times like these it becomes necessary for execu
tives, both large and small, to pursue a policy of retrenchment.
And it is here that the small business has a decided advantage.
It is more flexible; it can effect economies much quicker than the
average big business and thus enhance its chances of survival.
Many have done this. "Hard times,” as Charles G. Ross said,
in an article some time ago in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, “have
produced hard thinking.” The small-business man who has thus
far escaped the clutches of the sheriff and has managed to hold on
to enough of his capital to enable him to carry on is in a strategic
position, a far better position than some of his larger competitors.
Contrary to the belief of many, I see little evidence to support
the theory that the small business will eventually be obliterated.
Those who believe that the small business is going the way of some
of our other traditions have not, I think, sought out the real cause
of the many failures.
While the number of small businesses—or the number of larger
ones, for that matter—may not materially increase until we can
find some cure for our economic ills, everything points to a stur
dier, sounder small business in the future. Many of the formerly
successful larger businesses are now small businesses, and the
depleted ranks of the small-business men are being rapidly filled
in with recruits. These recruits, fall, roughly, into two groups:
First, we have the thousands of graduates of the schools of
commerce of our universities who, upon entering college a few
years ago, envisioned mahogany desks and fat salaries, which
usually go with executive positions in the big corporations.
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These would-be Rockefellers and Carnegies have had to go back
home, whether they wanted to or not. In brief, General Motors’
“loss” has been the general store’s gain.
Secondly, we have those whom we looked upon some few years
ago as “big-business” men, by virtue of their employment with
the large corporations, who have since joined the ranks of the un
employed. These men, having been cast adrift by concerns
whose executives thought it necessary to reduce their personnel
to keep from failing or had uppermost in their minds the protec
tion of that all-important personage, the stockholder, are opening
up small businesses themselves. And—most encouraging thing
of all—they are bringing their efficiency with them.
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Cost Problems of Department Stores *
By J. P. Friedman

The ordinary manufacturing business divides its cost into two
parts: the cost of manufacturing and the cost of distribution,
the latter consisting of selling and administrative expenses. The
costs of a department store are also divided in two parts: the cost
of merchandise and the operating expenses consisting of selling
and administrative expenses. These two phases of the problem
will be discussed separately.
Cost

of

Merchandise

As in any other business, cost of merchandise sold in a depart
ment store is computed by adding to the inventory at the begin
ning of the period the purchases during the period (including
manufacturing costs) and deducting therefrom the inventory at
the end of the period. The principal problem of the store is to
determine as accurately as possible the value of the inventory.
When one considers the large number and varying types of items
entering into a department-store inventory, it is evident that it
would be an Herculean task to attempt to go back to original
invoices to determine the cost of each item in stock and then to
consider whether the present value of each item is less than the
original cost, so as to determine an inventory value based on the
ordinarily accepted formula of cost or market, whichever is
lower. Because of the practical impossibility of this task, the
department store, over a period of years, has developed a system
of averages based upon a comparison of the marked retail selling
price and the purchase price, which is known as the retail method
of inventories.
Under the retail method, inventories are listed at retail selling
price only and the total is reduced by a percentage to arrive at cost
or market, whichever is lower. Obviously, the use of a single per
centage for the entire store might tend toward a large proportion
of error, and it is for this reason that a single percentage is not
used. Instead, separate percentages are found for each selling
department. In this way, the chances of error are minimized
* An address delivered before the New York Chapter of National Association of Cost Account
ants, October 16, 1934.
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because overstatements of the percentages in some departments
will be offset by understatements in other departments, with the
expectation that in the aggregate the errors will probably offset
each other and the results will be approximately correct. In a
large metropolitan department store there are from 100 to 200
departments for which separate percentages are computed.
The department store, being accustomed to deal in retail prices,
always calculates its percentages on the basis of selling price.
With a cost of $1.00 and a selling price of $1.50, the percentage of
marked profit would be 33⅓%. Throughout this paper, there
fore, when reference is made to percentages it should be under
stood that the percentages are being used in the department-store
sense: percentages based on the retail price rather than on cost.
The percentage which is used to reduce the retail price of the
inventory to cost or market, whichever is lower, is known in
department-store circles as the departmental percentage of
marking. It is the determination of this percentage which gives
rise to many problems which will now be discussed.
When a purchase invoice is received, it is the practice to have
the buyer or his assistant enter thereon the retail selling price of
each item; and it is from these notations that price tickets are pre
pared and attached to the merchandise. The invoice is then sent
to the office where the retail selling prices are extended and the
retail price of the entire invoice is determined. When the invoices
are entered in the purchase book or voucher register, entries are
made, not only of the cost, but also of the total retail selling price.
At the end of the month the purchase book or voucher register is
totaled, and these total amounts are added to the inventory at the
beginning of the period and the previous months’ purchases and,
from the totals thus computed by departments, are calculated
percentages which represent the percentages of original marking.
It may be found that the percentage for a department is, say,
38%. When this 38% is deducted from the closing inventory of
that department at retail it should result in getting back to
original cost.
So far only the original marking of merchandise has been con
sidered. It is necessary in many cases, however, to reduce the
selling price of certain merchandise to meet competition, to clear
stocks at the end of the season or for many other reasons. As
suming that an article had been purchased for $1.00 and marked
to sell for $1.50, giving a percentage of marking of 33⅓%, and
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that it is now necessary to reduce the selling price of the article to
$1.20, giving a revised percentage of marking of 16⅔⅔%, the ques
tion arises in valuing the inventory whether 33⅓% should be
deducted from the revised retail price of $1.20 or only 16%%.
It will be seen that deducting 16⅔% would result in returning to
the cost of $1.00. But, as it has been necessary to reduce the
retail price of the article from $1.50 to $1.20, can we say that the
article is still worth $1.00 even though it cost $1.00? The
general assumption under the retail method of inventories is that
if it has been necessary to reduce the selling price of the article it
can no longer be inventoried at cost. For this reason the retail
method calls for reducing the $1.20 by the percentage of original
marking of 33%%, in order to arrive at a value of $.80, which
is looked upon as being more nearly cost or market, whichever is
lower. Certainly if a store is planning to mark up its goods
33%%, it would not pay more than $.80 for a new article to be
sold at $1.20, and an old article should not be priced on a higher
basis than a new one. The practice under the retail method of
inventories, therefore, is not to take mark-downs into considera
tion in determining the departmental percentage of marking.
The converse case may now be considered. It is assumed that
an article is bought for $1.00 and marked at $1.50, giving a per
centage of original marking of 33%%, and that, because of the
advance of market price or for any other reason, the buyer decides
to increase the retail price of the article from $1.50 to $1.60. On
the basis of the revised retail price we have a percentage of mark
ing of 37%%. The question now arises whether the $1.60 should
be reduced by the revised percentage of 37%% or the original
percentage of 33%%. It will be seen that the reduction of the
$1.60 by the original percentage of 33%% will result in a price of
$1.07, whereas the use of the revised percentage of 37%% will
result in a price of $1.00, the original cost. It is the almost uni
versal practice, of course, not to take up inventory at a figure
higher than cost, and it is for this reason that, in the case of a
mark-up, it is necessary to increase the percentage of marking so
that the figure derived from its use will not be above cost. This is
the practice under the retail method of inventories. Mark-downs
are not allowed to affect the departmental percentage of marking,
but the contrary is true of mark-ups.
If a suit of clothes be purchased in a department store, it is
usually necessary to make some minor alterations for which no
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charge is made. Nevertheless, some labor and other costs are
incurred by the store. Should these costs be added to purchases in
determining the departmental percentage of marking? It will be
seen that if they are added to purchases they will result in a lower
percentage of marking and consequently a higher inventory on
the basis of cost or market, whichever is lower. But these costs
are incurred only for merchandise already sold and they have no
applicability to the remaining inventory. For this reason it is the
practice not to consider alteration costs in arriving at depart
mental percentages of marking, although, obviously, they do
form part of the cost of goods sold.
The method followed in a department store to determine the
departmental percentage of marking employed to reduce the
inventory from retail to the basis of cost or market, whichever is
lower, has now been outlined generally. There are other problems
of less importance, such as the handling of mark-down cancella
tions and mark-up cancellations, which need not be discussed at
this time.
It is evident that the retail method of computing inventories is
based upon a system of averages. As such, it is subject to all the
limitations of any such plan. The departmental percentage of
marking is determined from inventory at the beginning of the
period and the purchases during the period. When used to re
duce the inventory at retail to the basis of cost or market, which
ever is lower, the result can be correct only if the percentages
themselves are fair and are applicable to the goods remaining on
hand. In any department of a store there is a wide variation in
the percentage of marking of individual items, and the depart
mental percentage of marking represents the composite of such
rates. Is it fair to assume that high-percentage-marked and lowpercentage-marked merchandise will be in the inventory in
relatively the same proportions as in the opening inventory and in
purchases during the period? If not, and if there is more highpercentage-marked merchandise remaining in the inventory, the
tendency will be to overstate the closing inventory by the use of
the retail method. On the other hand, if there is more lowpercentage-marked merchandise in the inventory the tendency
will be to understate the closing inventory. It is difficult to
determine which way the error will fall and yet it is clear that there
is some degree of error. It is hoped, however, as already ex
plained, that by use of separate percentages for the individual
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departments these errors will tend to offset each other. In any
event, the element of error from year to year should be approxi
mately the same, and, therefore, although the balance-sheet
figures might be somewhat understated or overstated, the tend
ency should be that the profit-and-loss figures will not be affected.
There has been considerable discussion as to whether, in de
termining the departmental percentage of marking, it is necessary
to take into consideration the purchases for only a single month,
for a half year, for a full year or for some intervening period. It
is evident that there would be an important difference in the re
sult, depending upon the period used, particularly in a year like
1933 when it was necessary to increase percentage of marking
by several per cent to take care of the sales tax and the increased
costs occasioned by the N. R. A. Heretofore it has been the
common, although not universal, practice in calculating percent
ages to take into consideration the purchases for an entire year.
Opinion is now changing to the use of purchases for six months
only, although there are some people who advocate the use of
percentages based upon a single month’s purchases, plus, of
course, the opening inventory in each case.
There are many costs incurred in a department store in pur
chasing merchandise and placing it on sale which have been the
subject of discussion. The question has been whether these costs
are to be treated as operating expenses or are to be added to
purchase cost and taken into consideration in arriving at the de
partmental percentage of marking. Such items consist of (1) in
ward transportation, (2) foreign buying costs, such as traveling
expenses and the cost of maintaining foreign offices, (3) other
purchase costs such as buyers’ salaries, (4) receiving and marking
expenses.
In inward transportation some rather large costs are incurred,
particularly for heavy items, and it is almost the universal prac
tice to treat such costs as part of the cost of merchandise and to
consider them in fixing the departmental percentages of marking.
In foreign buying costs, the expense manual prepared by the
National Retail Dry Goods Association calls for the exclusion of
such items from purchases and for their treatment as operating
expenses. From a conservative point of view this method is to be
recommended, although it is not generally followed. The other
two items (buyers’ salaries and receiving and marking expense),
it might be thought, form a part of cost of merchandise as much
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as does the merchandise itself, yet the practice of department
stores has been conservative and the expense manual calls for the
handling of these items as operating expenses rather than as part
of the cost of purchases. This is generally done.
The problem of obsolete and partly obsolete merchandise and
overpriced merchandise is a very important one in a department
store. Unfortunately the stores of the country, by and large,
have paid relatively little attention to this problem from an in
ventory point of view. With the exception of a few of the more
enlightened ones, the stores have been content to reduce the in
ventories at retail by the departmental percentages of marking
and to let it go at that. The loss has been taken in the year when
the merchandise has been sold so that there has been an overstate
ment of the closing inventory in some years, with a shifting of
inventory losses from year to year. And yet the stores have at
their disposal a method for measuring, in a general way, the ex
tent of this situation. Most stores throughout the country use
season symbols on all price tickets, and these are changed semi
annually, so that, when an inventory is taken, it is possible to
arrive at an aging departmentally. No total store figures as to
age of inventories in department stores had been made public
until the beginning of this year, when Harvard university, in
its study (made under a grant from the National Retail Dry
Goods Association) of operating results of department and spe
cialty stores gave such figures in its report for 1933. They show,
for example, for stores with net sales of over $20,000,000 each,
a common figure for merchandise over a year old of 7.5% at the
end of 1933 compared with 14.6% at the end of 1932. For stores
with net sales of from $2,000,000 to $4,000,000, the common
figure for merchandise over a year old at the end of 1933 was
15.5% compared with 27.7% at the end of 1932. Of course,
increases in aggregate inventories accounted somewhat for the
decrease in the percentages at the end of 1933, but only to a lim
ited extent. Certainly, if it was possible at the end of 1933 in
stores with sales of over $20,000,000 to reduce the common
figures for merchandise over a year old to 7.5%, the percentage
of 14.6% at the end of the previous year was excessive. The
excess was probably brought about by the failure, while the de
pression was in full swing, to clear old stocks and to mark down
the merchandise sufficiently to induce sales. Yet, as it has al
ready been explained, very few stores provided reserves against
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this condition. The subject is now being discussed seriously
in retail circles, and it is hoped that from this discussion will
evolve some plan for providing reserves to take care of such a
situation, which exists in many stores at all times.
The department store has little occasion to use orthodox cost
accounting, except perhaps in its alteration and work rooms.
Most stores alter women’s and men’s clothing and in addition
actually manufacture some merchandise, such as women’s hats.
In these cases the total expenditures involved, however, are not
large and generally an estimate is made of material and labor
with occasionally a percentage for overhead, without any attempt
at exact job or other costs.
Expenses
The National Retail Dry Goods Association, which has been in
existence for many years, through its controllers’ congress has
outlined a uniform expense classification for department stores.
This has been revised several times, the last revision about six
years ago. It is a comprehensive classification and covers ap
proximately the same ground as other uniform classifications of
accounts, such as those designed by the governmental bodies for
railroads, gas and electric companies, etc. It is subject to the
same limitation as these other classifications, namely, that while
it tells where certain classes of expenses are to be charged, it does
not, in controversial matters, outline how the amounts of the
expenses are to be determined. Like these other classifications,
it does not attempt to set forth or to differentiate between main
tenance and capital expenditures; it does not attempt to outline
uniform rates of depreciation for buildings, furniture and fix
tures, delivery equipment and other classes of fixed assets; it
does not deal with the controversial subject of extraordinary
charges and credits and whether these are adjustments of profits
or surplus; nor does it attempt to state the types of reserves to be
provided against balances due from customers for charge and in
stalment sales or to outline some uniform basis for determining
the amounts to be set aside. As a result, there is little uniformity
in these matters and constant discussion.
The expense manual does, however, present a compromise on
the old cost-accounting question of whether or not interest
should be charged on capital. It provides for a partial charge.
Interest at the rate of 6% per annum on inventories and accounts
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receivable only is included as an expense. This results, practi
cally, in a charge for interest on net current assets.
For many years Harvard university, in cooperation with the
National Retail Dry Goods Association, has been collecting figures
showing the operating results of department stores of various sizes
and has been issuing annual reports thereon. These reports
show the tremendous increase over a period of years in the per
centage of operating expenses of stores. For example, during the
year 1923 the common figure for operating expenses of the report
ing department stores (including interest on inventories and ac
counts receivable) was 28.4%. By 1929 this had increased to
32.3% and by 1932 to 39.5%, while in 1933 there was a reduction
to 38.1%. During the period from 1929 to 1933 there was a
decline in dollar sales of approximately 40%. Of the 1933 ex
penses of 38.1%, interest on capital was 2.1%, leaving actual
expenses of 36%. Of this percentage 18.3% represented payroll,
slightly more than 50% of the total.
The operations of a department store are controlled, in the
main, by individual departments. The average sale is relatively
small—a little over $2.00 in the larger stores—so that it can
readily be seen that any department-store operation must involve
a mass of detailed transactions. Once having settled the prob
lems which have already been referred to in relation to the retail
methods of inventories, there is no great difficulty in determining
the gross profit departmentally, except for this mass of detail.
The difficulty arises in attempting to determine a net profit by
departments. Here we meet all the problems of allocation and
apportionment with which the cost accountant is most familiar.
The figures of Harvard university for 1933 show a common
figure, 38.1%, for operating expenses. A rough analysis of the
expenses entering into this percentage shows that about a third
represents direct expenses and that the remaining two-thirds
consist of indirect and semi-direct expenses. With such a large
percentage of indirect and semi-direct expenses, it is quite evident
that any apportionment of expenses to individual departments
must necessarily raise a host of questions. A committee of the
controllers’ congress of the National Retail Dry Goods Associa
tion has attempted to outline a method for allocating operating
expenses to departments, but, upon the presentation, the report
was accepted merely as suggestive, as there was much room for
difference of opinion.
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The largest item of expense in a department store is the
group covering rentals—consisting of such items as rent, taxes,
interest, insurance, depreciation of building and equipment and
light, heat and power. This group represents about 25% of the
aggregate expenses of the store. The usual method of distribut
ing these expenses to selling departments is on the basis of the
relative value of floor space. A weighting is first assigned to the
main floor, show windows, basement and upper floors. The main
floor, obviously, is worth many times any other space, and the
top floors are worth the least. The relative value of various lo
cations on each floor is then estimated. Proximity to entrances,
elevators, escalators, windows, etc., is taken into consideration
in fixing the differential. It is evident that there is considerable
room for difference of opinion, irrespective of the decision reached.
Buyers may differ as to the relative values assigned to the floors,
or they may take the position that the space assigned to them is
too costly for the character of their business, or they may state
that the amount of space they have is too large for their require
ments. Yet the management must take into consideration the
most effective layout to attract customers and, particularly if the
capacity of the building is too great, it has the problem of filling
the space, irrespective of the view of a buyer as to the require
ments of a particular department. The apportionment made
must, therefore, be considered carefully before any radical
changes based upon the results are made.
The next largest item of expense in a department store consists
of salaries of buyers, direct “sales help” and indirect “sales help.”
Most of these expenses can be charged to departments directly,
except some apportionment required for indirect “sales help”;
but in this case, generally, only a few departments are involved
at a time.
Another important class of expenses is the advertising group.
The cost of newspaper space can be apportioned to departments
without difficulty, on the basis of number of lines, except adver
tisements of an institutional character and the salaries and other
expenses of the advertising department, which it is necessary to
apportion by some indirect method—generally a percentage of
sales.
Delivery expenses form another important group. Here the
apportionment is commonly made on the basis of the number of
packages delivered for each department, with a differential for
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size of package. A table of differentials suggested by the
National Retail Dry Goods Association gives a weighting of 1 to
hosiery, 11/2 to women’s dresses, 4 to domestic rugs, 5 to uphol
stered furniture, 50 to pianos, etc. On the whole, this is a satis
factory method of distributing delivery expenses.
No mention has been made of the administrative group of ex
penses, consisting of the payroll of the executives, the accounting
offices and the superintendent’s office and of their supplies, of
taxes (other than those on real estate), of losses from bad debts,
of telephone and telegraph, of insurance and of miscellaneous
expenses. This class of expenses amounts to between 15 and 20%
of the total. With few exceptions, such expenses are distributed
to departments on the basis of net sales. This is probably the
best basis that can be devised for prorating these expenses with
out undertaking a tremendous amount of work, and yet it neces
sarily gives rise to many questions. Consider the problem, on
the one hand, of a large department which has an efficient buyer
and is operating profitably, to which the executives devote hardly
any time, and, on the other hand, a department with sales of only
a fraction of those of the first, which has not been operating
properly and to which the executives are devoting an immense
amount of time. Yet, using the basis of net sales, the profitable
department will be charged with executive salaries many times
those of the losing department. It is the same type of question
which is met in practically all cost work and has arisen time and
again.
On the whole, the problem of prorating expenses in a depart
ment store is similar to that of prorating burden in the determina
tion of manufacturing costs. Whatever method is adopted is
open to criticism because it is impossible, without an inordinate
amount of work, to take into consideration every condition
which would affect the cost of a given production order in a
manufacturing business or the cost of distribution in a given sell
ing department in a department store. As a practical matter, it
is impossible to do more than to approximate an equitable appor
tionment. The results must necessarily be accepted with the
proverbial grain of salt.
As in other businesses, the problem of the department which
fails to show a net profit constantly presents itself. Here there
is the old problem of indirect expenses, such as administrative
and occupancy expenses, which would continue probably in full
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even if the departments were abolished. It becomes necessary,
therefore, to determine whether the gross profit is sufficient at
least to cover direct expenses. If a department more than covers
its direct expenses, it is contributing something toward the general
burden and the situation is quite different from that of a depart
ment which does not cover its direct expenses. This in itself
might not be the full answer, because if the plant is somewhat
too large for the volume of business of the store, certain expenses,
such as sales-people’s salaries, which are considered direct ex
penses, must in such cases probably be continued, even if the de
partment is abolished, because it is necessary to have a minimum
number of employees on a floor at all times for policing work even
if they make no sales.
In departments showing a net profit, the question often arises
as to whether certain items in those departments, often those
which have a low unit of sale, do not in effect show a net loss
which is not disclosed, because the figures are compiled by de
partmental total only. Here it is not only a problem of allocating
the direct, semi-direct and indirect expenses to departments in
order to answer this question, but also of estimating a sub
division of the expenses allocated to a single department. As can
well be imagined, the possibility of error is great.
For many years there has been criticism of the high spread be
tween the purchase price of an article by the department store
and its sales price. This may be due to two conditions: the store
may be making an excessive profit or its costs may be high.
The first of these possibilities can be dismissed quickly. The
Harvard reports show that the reporting stores in 1930 showed a
profit of 2.6% of net sales, for 1931 a profit of 1.0%, for 1932 a
loss of 2.4%, and for 1933 a profit of 1.8%. Certainly, these
percentages do not indicate an excessive profit.
The criticism must therefore be directed at high costs. Before
the war the percentage of operating expenses was probably less
than 25% and, as already indicated, by 1923 this had risen to
28.4%, by 1929 to 32.3% and by 1933 to 38.1%. Leaving out of
account the period of the depression, when the fall in volume was
so large a factor, we find an increase in operating expense of from
less than 25% before the war to 32.3% by 1929. What is the
cause of the continuously rising expense percentage? Obviously
there are many reasons, but I believe the most important one is
style. Over a period of years, the public has become increasingly
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“style-conscious.” For the department-store buyer this means
buying in smaller lots, buying more often and buying more care
fully. For the store, it means a larger investment in furniture
and fixtures in order to display the merchandise properly. For
the sales people it means a longer time required for each sale in
helping a customer make selections. For the customer it means
more time in making purchases and more frequent returns and
deliveries. Each of these elements is costly, and the more the
field of style merchandise is extended the more it will tend to
increase operating expenses. It is probable that there can be no
important reduction in the department store’s cost of distribu
tion so long as we wish to retain our present method of living.
It will be evident from this discussion that the department
store deals with a larger mass of information than the ordinary
manufacturing business and that, while its cost problems are
somewhat different from those of the manufacturer, they have a
similarity to those problems. It is quite probable that the de
partment stores have not gone as far as the manufacturers in
discussing their cost problems and that a little more of the cost
accounting approach to solution would be of an inestimable help
to them.
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Bookkeeping for an Oil Producing Company
By H. G. Humphreys
Within the space of this brief article I shall endeavor to outline
a thorough bookkeeping system for an oil producing concern and
to explain some of the problems that are encountered by the
bookkeeper. Perhaps the system may best be presented by
describing, in the order given, the following list of records and
forms and the general character of entries to be made in them:
Cash record
Ledgers
Voucher, certification and distribution
Journal
Remittance
Partnership and other billing
Investment, income and reserves, summary of
Closing entries
General ledger trial balance
CASH RECORD

Form:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Cash record
Month of.............
Columnarized as follows:
Account and particulars
Day of month
Receipts Dr.
Personal ledger Cr.
Entry number
Check mark
Amount
Disbursements Cr.
Voucher sundries Dr.
Cheque number
Voucher number
Amount
Cash discount Cr.

193..

Letters accompanying cheques received are filed separately,
according to entry numbers—one series of numbers being assigned
to each fiscal year. Statements (oil runs, etc.) should be filed
with the voucher with which the debtor’s account is charged.
The letters mentioned may be destroyed after a certain number of
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years. The question of permanency of records and files is an
important matter of company policy.
The check mark under receipts is to indicate that each item has
been posted to the personal ledger.
The monthly total of disbursements is charged to voucher
sundries account.
If a payment is to be made on a personal-ledger account, a
journal voucher is prepared, in which personal ledger is debited
and voucher sundries credited.
A remittance statement, later described, is made for each
disbursement—original going to payee and duplicate filed alpha
betically.
LEDGERS

The ledgers will be described under four heads: (1) general
ledger, (2) investment ledger, (3) earnings and expense ledger,
(4) personal ledger.
The size of all ledger sheets may be 11 x 11 inches.
For a small concern these ledgers may well be carried in one
binder.
The charts of accounts given in the following paragraphs are
believed to be self-explanatory, for present purposes. However,
the complete system would contain a description of entries (in
cluding lists of materials, where applicable) to each account of the
general ledger and features of the auxiliary ledgers.
GENERAL LEDGER

Earnings and expense ledger control
Interest expense
Profit or loss on safe of capital
assets
Allowance for income tax
Undeveloped lease amortization
Allowance for depletion
Intangible development expense
Allowance for depreciation
Dry holes
Cancelled leases
Retirements and abandonments

Closed to general profit and loss
a t the end of the year

Chart of accounts:
Cash in banks
Oil in lease stock tanks
Warehouse stocks (by units)
Suspense purchases
Prepaid items (classified)
Voucher sundries
Uncertified liabilities
Provision for income taxes
Personal ledger control
Investment ledger control
Earned surplus
General profit and loss

(See explanation of entries to general ledger in later paragraphs,
particularly those under the head of closing vouchers.)
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INVESTMENT LEDGER

The investment ledger is divided into three sections, namely:
Non-producing properties
Wells in progress
Producing properties

Each property has a definitive number and each classification
feature of a property is given a separate sheet or a separate
column of a sheet. Postings show description, how many, price
and amount.
NON-PRODUCING PROPERTIES

Included in non-producing properties are undeveloped leases,
non-producing land in fee and royalties, also residual cost of
once-productive leases that have become non-productive and are
held for further exploitation. Cost of a leasehold represents
only the company’s cost of its portion of the undivided interest.
The features of this section may consist of:

la. Bonus, commission, legal and recording fees
lb. Rentals, core drilling and other exploration
51. Reserve for extinguishment of costs
Column a. Leasehold
Column b. Intangible development
Column c. Equipment

Feature la may be amortized over the term of the lease through
feature 51a. Feature lb may be reserved against in full, in
feature 51b, for the year in which incurred. If a lease becomes
productive the two sheets (1 and 51) are transferred to the pro
ducing-properties section of the ledger. Feature 1 (a) is there
after returnable on the unit basis, the amount returnable for any
year being cost at end of year less amount returned to the close of
previous year. (See further explanations given under the head of
summary of investment, income and reserves.)
WELLS IN PROGRESS

The features of wells-in-progress section may consist of:

(column) Feature numbers (same as for producing
properties)
2a Cost of intangible development
2b Cost of well material
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51b Reserve for intangible development
(sheet meanwhile carried in non-producing properties
section)
No allowance is permissible for depreciation of 2 b for the period
during which drilling is in progress. However, feature 2a may,
apparently, be reserved against in full for the year in which in
curred. Federal and state regulations should be consulted on
this point.
In case oil is not found in paying quantity the material is
salvaged, at condition value, and the remaining cost of the well,
less reserve for intangible development, is charged to profit-andloss, dry-holes account.
If the well produces in paying quantity the costs are spread in
detail over the feature sheets of the lease in the producing-proper
ties section. The cost sheet (columns 2, 2a and 2b) is filed in a
transfer binder and the reserve sheet (51a, b and c) is transferred
to the producing-properties section.
Instead of carrying the cost of a drilling well as above (2, 2a
and 2b) it may be found more convenient if these costs are spread
over individual feature sheets, as described later under intangible
development cost and equipment cost of the producing-properties
section. Should costs be so carried for wells in progress, in the
event of a producing well, it would be necessary only to transfer
the sheets from wells-in-progress section to the producing-lease
section.
PRODUCING PROPERTIES

Leasehold, land in fee or royalty
As already explained, the cost and reserve sheets are brought
over from the non-producing-properties section and the net cost
thereafter returned on the unit basis.

Intangible development cost
As previously explained, cost sheets are either compiled from
the wells-in-progress section or detailed sheets, prepared during
drilling, are transferred to this section of the ledger. Subsequent
costs are fully reserved against for the year in which incurred.
The features of intangible development cost may consist of:

3 . Drilling and other costs under contract
4 . Company labor and transportation costs
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5 . Sundry intangible costs, including cost of irrecoverable
articles.
6 . Joint-lessee proportion
7 . Free well intangible cost
8 . Company’s monthly total.
Part of these costs may be chargeable to outside interests.
Some companies credit the several features with the respective
amounts chargeable to outside interests. Such a method syn
thesizes the record and in the event of a dispute with partners
much time may be wasted by both sides. To keep the record
clear a bell-wether feature is introduced intitled (6) joint-lessee
proportion. The balance of this feature should at all times rep
resent the joint-lessee’s aliquot part of the total costs (features 3,
4 and 5).
If a well be drilled by the company free to the outside interest,
feature 7 is debited and feature 6 credited. (See remarks under
equipment cost.)
Feature 8—company’s monthly totals (or cost to the com
pany)—will be found to facilitate the monthly closing. (See
remarks under closing vouchers.)
Equipment cost

The original investment sheets are either compiled from the
columnar record of wells-in-progress or detailed sheets are pre
pared during drilling and transferred to this section.
The features of equipment-cost may be as follows:
9
10
11
12
13
1144
15
16
17
18
19

Rigs and rig equipment
Tanks
Boilers
Engines
Powers
Pumps
Buildings
Auto equipment
Cleaning-out tools
Miscellaneous tools
Motors, generators and trans
formers
20 Separators

21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30

Sucker rods
Pipe
Tubing
Casing
Other equipment
Losses, depreciation and adjust
ment
Joint-lessee proportion
Free well material cost
Company’s proportion of idle
material
Company’s monthly totals

In case of extensive development, features 22, 23 and 24 may
be broken down into sub-sheets, according to sizes of equipment.
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Feature 25 is charged with small material, such as pipe and
fittings under 2 inch, etc. It is impracticable, as a rule, to recon
cile the office record of small items of equipment with the physi
cal property. However, the careful auditor studies the details
of feature 25 and in doing so often saves considerable money for
his employer, and he learns to know the ratio which the total of
feature 25 should bear to the aggregate of features 9 to 24, in
clusive.
By way of explaining the feature of losses, depreciation and
adjustment (26), let us assume that a tank in feature 10 which
cost, say, $100, in which (27) the joint-lessee proportion is 50%,
is transferred from a lease at a condition value of $50. The
transaction is recorded thus:
Vendor or transferee unit................................................... $50
Feature 26..............................................................................
50
Feature 27..............................................................................
25.
Joint-lessee personal account..........................................
$25
Feature 10.......................................................................
100

At the end of the year, the company’s proportion of feature 26
may, by non-ledger adjustment, be applied in reduction of the
depreciation reserve for balance-sheet purposes.
If part of the equipment cost is to be charged to an outside
interest, feature 27 is credited, per contra. If a well be drilled
by the company free to the outside interest, feature 28 is debited
and feature 27 credited, to the end that feature 27 shall at all
times represent the joint-lessee proportion of features 9 to 26
inclusive.
The company is not interested in the intangible development
cost of a well drilled by the joint-lessee interest free to the com
pany, and it makes no record of such costs; however, the com
pany is vitally interested in the material cost of such a free well,
since it comes into a proportionate equity therein, notwithstand 
ing that it made no cash contribution to such cost. Therefore, in
accordance with the operating partner’s billing, features 9 to 25,
inclusive, are charged, respectively, with the gross costs and
credit is given to feature 27 for the joint-lessee proportion and to
feature 28 for the company’s proportion.
Features 9 to 24 inclusive may include some idle material. It
is the duty of the field clerk to keep the office informed as to
current changes in available idle material. At the close of the
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year warehouse stocks (the oil property being regarded as a
warehouse in this instance) is charged and feature 29 credited
at prevailing condition value. At the opening of the suc
ceeding year the entry is reversed. For purposes of monthly
financial statements this value is estimated and given effect by
non-ledger adjustment. (See remarks under general ledger trial
balance.)
Feature 30, which represents the amount of cash outlay by the
company, is returnable on the unit basis.
Special transactions
Sometimes the company will sell a part of its interest or will buy
a part of the joint-lessee interest. In the case of a sale the com
putation of depletion and depreciation reserves will be brought
down to the date of sale. Let it be understood that the intangible
development cost will have been fully reserved against (treated
as an expense) and what the company is actually selling is an
undivided interest in the estimated remaining oil reserves—repre
sented in leasehold cost—and in the equipment remaining on the
property. Assuming the sale to be of
of 1/2 of the interest held
by the company, the cost of sale would be determined and re
corded as follows:
Profit or loss on sale of capital assets............................
Cost of sale
Reserve for depletion......................................................
1/2 of reserve, say, $500
Reserve for depreciation.................................................
of reserve, say, $7,500
Cost of leasehold.........................................................
whereof 1/2 say $1,000
Cost of equipment, feature 27....................................
of feature 30, say, $15,000

$8,000
500

7,500
$1,000

15,000

In computing its equity for trading purposes the company
would not consider the synthetic value represented by feature 30
but would take one-fourth of the aggregate of features 9 to 26,
inclusive. There may be considerable value here representing a
well (or wells) drilled by outside interests free to the company.
In order that feature 27 may bear its proper proportion to features
9 to 26 inclusive, an adjustment may be necessary which should
be made, per contra, to feature 28.
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Features
9-26
Balances before sale....... $110,000
Reinstate idle equipment
Cost of sale.....................
Adjustment....................

27
(55,000)

28
(25,000)

(15,000)
(12,500)

12,500

29
30, balance
(1,000)
(29,000)
(1,000)
1,000
15,000

Balances after sale......... $110,000 (82,500) 12,500
(15,000)
Through the sale, the outside interest is increased from 50% to 75% and the
company's interest decreased to 25% ($12,500 free well and $15,000 cash
outlay).

In the case of a purchase of, say,
of
of the undivided
working interest held by a joint-lessee, probably the purchase
price would be a round sum; say, $100,000. The book entry
would be as follows:
Cost of equipment, feature 27.................................... $27,500
1/2 of feature 27
Cost of leasehold, feature 1........................................
72,500
balance of purchase price
Joint-lessee, personal account.................................

$100,000

The increased cost of the company’s interest (leasehold and equip
ment) would be returned on the unit basis. The company’s pro
portion of oil reserves would be increased through the purchase
(adjusted in summary of investment, income and reserves), the
rate per barrel for depletion would be increased and the rate of
depreciation would remain unchanged, while the deductions for
depletion and depreciation would be increased by reason of the
increased production-barrelage now inuring to the company
through the purchase.
The foregoing remarks under the head of investment ledger
touch upon the chief difficulties encountered in oil accounting,
which are the subject of much controversy. If the protection
of the proprietary interest is the sine qua non, the answer to the
question is supplied by detailed records, it seems to me. Some
accountants hold that such records as here presented are too tech
nical and too costly to maintain. The courteous retort is that all
the factors mentioned in the foregoing have to be dealt with, that
synthetic records cover up figures required in a trade and prevent
a check, from the records, of prices, extensions and extravagant
buying; also that detailed records (descriptions in feature 25 may
be omitted) posted from individual entries, as provided in this
system, take less time to maintain than synthetic records posted
from synthetic vouchers, the preparation of which involves much
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waste of time. However, one of the objectives of this article is to
throw some light on this vexing question.
EARNINGS AND EXPENSE LEDGER

Producing properties
A separate set of feature sheets is given to each property, as
follows:
la Crude oil sales—external
lb Crude oil sales—internal
2 Inventory fluctuation—internal (company proportion)
3a Gas sales—external
3b Gas sales—internal
4a Miscellaneous earnings—external
4b Miscellaneous earnings—internal
5a Company’s monthly totals—external earnings
5b Company’s monthly totals—internal earnings
9 Maintenance, extra labor
10 Maintenance material and supplies
11 Operating labor
12 Transportation
13 Fuel and water
14 Camp and district expense
15 Taxes
16 Insurance
17 Unclassified expense
18 Company’s monthly totals—expense

It is customary to ignore the inventory of oil in lease stock tanks
and to take into account only the runs from them. However,
the quantity may be considerable and the company’s current asset
position would be improved by introducing it into the accounts.
It often happens that the company’s working interest has been
acquired for a sum to be paid out of the company’s share of the
oil, if, as and when received. The leasehold cost will have been
charged with such sum and “liability payable in oil” credited.
If the oil applicable to such liability has been run for the com
pany’s account, vouchers payable account is credited and liability
account is debited. If the oil is run direct to the vendor, liability
account is debited and crude oil sales—external is credited. If
the property becomes exhausted before the liability account is
paid out, of course, the entire record of the matter is closed.
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According to some agreements, the vendor retains an equity in
the property until the liability is paid (over-riding royalty). In
such a case the company keeps only a memorandum account of
the value of oil run to the vendor, who pays the production tax
on such runs. The company’s attorney should be asked to
furnish an exhibit defining the manner in which the liability is
to be recorded.
Because all expenses (insurance and taxes, for example) may
not be chargeable to a joint-lessee interest, expenses so chargeable
will be applied in reduction of each expense feature affected.
General and administrative expense
The classification features of general and administrative ex
penses (numbers from 20 to 70) should be devised to meet the
peculiarities of each company’s transactions falling under this
head. Each feature should be specific, combinations should be
avoided, and a separate sheet should be given to each feature,
divided (a) general and administrative, (b) production depart
ment direct expense.
Non-operating income and non-operating expense
The features may be made up of the following:
81
82
83
84

Discount on purchases
Interest earned
Rental earnings
Miscellaneous non-operating income
85 Monthly totals—income
91 Discount allowed

92 Bank and draft expense
93 Bad debts allowance
94 (Bad debts recovered)
95 Miscellaneous non-operating expense
96 Monthly totals—expense

General
Further explanations with regard to earnings and expenses are
given under the head of closing vouchers.
PERSONAL LEDGER

In personal ledger may be carried individual accounts of working
funds, notes and accounts receivable and payable, accrued inter
est, accrued payroll, accrued general taxes, accrued insurance, etc.
(See remarks under the head of closing voucher.)
VOUCHER CERTIFICATION AND DISTRIBUTION

Form, obverse side
This side provides blank spaces for headings and description,
and blank columns to be used for cash-advance requests and for
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journal vouchers covering transactions not represented by a dr. or
cr. billing, time sheets, etc., such as transfers between personal
ledger and voucher sundries, tbd freight claims, inter-company
charges, apportionments, various accruals, etc.

Form, reverse side
Entry No............................

Certification—
Order or transfer No.............................
Dis....... %.... days. Net...........days.
F. O. B..................................................
Freight tbd $. ... entry No................
Bill............. copies. Billed by.............
Prices and terms O. K..........................
Calculations O. K.................................
Distribution—
Item
General ledger
No. Account account No.

Cheque, Bank........No.. . .

Distributed by...................
Reviewed and
approved by...............

Posted to ledgers by.........
Posted to remittance form
by................................

Lease Feature
Well or
No.
No.
\/ Amount job No.

Space to be blocked into five sections for:
Voucher sundries
Personal ledger
Conforming to the columns
Investment ledger
f of the journal. Debits in
Earnings and expense ledger
black—Credits in red.
General ledger
This form is attached to the back of each transfer, expenditure
invoice and credit memorandum and takes the place of a rubber
stamp impression. It has a disciplinary value in that it impresses
on the minds of those who make the certification that actually
they may be checking against disbursements from the company’s
funds.
In the oil business the receipt of material in the field or plant
is usually evidenced on a signed copy of an office purchase
order, field emergency order or transfer, which is attached to
this form.
A business that makes a large number of material transfers
may have a special transfer form containing spaces for ample
certification, including a cross-reference to the transportation
ticket, and would record it in a material-transfer register,
which would be closed into the journal at the end of the
month.
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When an item is to be billed (to joint-lessee, for example) a
cross is placed in the space provided and also beside the item or
items to be billed, as given in the distribution space.
When there are several items in an invoice, the items are
numbered and these numbers, or groups of numbers, are entered
in the “item” column provided in the distribution spaces, as
identification guides for posting details, billing and for later
ready reference.
Each certificated invoice or transfer is entered promptly in the
journal and passed to the bookkeeping division for further daily
attention.
The person who will have reviewed and approved the
charge can not transfer the responsibility to a machine operator
if the vendor charge, say, $600 for $60 and the error escape
notice.
Complete verification of individual transactions is the founda
tion of internal audit. A record should be kept of all errors
discovered.
JOURNAL

Form (debits in black—credits in red) :

Month of............. 193..

Journal

Columnarized as follows:
Account and particulars
Day of month
Entry number
Voucher number
Voucher sundries
Amount
Personal ledger
Check mark x/
Amount

Earnings and expense ledger
Amount
Investment ledger
Amount
General ledger
Account number
Check mark x/
Amount

Each expenditure invoice, material transfer or journal voucher
is given its entry number when entered in the journal.
The usual procedure is to post any investment and expense
auxiliaries after the general books have been closed for the
month. Under the system here presented it is compulsory that
all auxiliary ledgers be posted in detail and balanced before the
journal is closed for the month. (See further remarks under the
head of closing voucher.)
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REMITTANCE

Original form (to payee):
Company
tenders the enclosed cheque in full payment of items enumerated below:
No receipt is required
To
Date of invoice
Deductions
Our entry number
Date
Remarks
Explanation
Amount
Amount

Duplicate form (file):
Same as above with the addition of the following:
Cheque signed by
Cheque
Bank and number
Posted to journal by

Each expenditure invoice after being entered in the journal
is promptly listed on its respective remittance form.
Precaution is observed so as not to lose any available cash
discounts.
Invoices payable monthly, together with remittance state
ments, are filed alphabetically pending payment date. Vendor’s
statement is filed with the latest invoice.
On making a payment the last entry number shown on the
remittance statement becomes the voucher number to be shown
on the cheque. After a voucher has been paid the voucher
number is entered in the journal beside each of the entry numbers
as listed in the remittance statement. As to material transfers
and journal vouchers, the entry number is repeated in the voucher
number column. Thus, the open spaces in the voucher number
column at the end of the month will represent voucher sundries
payable.
After a cheque has been drawn for signature (the cheque num
ber indicating that it has been entered in the cash record) the
remittance statement, in duplicate, together with all relative
invoices and the cheque are clipped together, so as to give the
disbursing officer full information. The remittance copy is then
filed alphabetically and the invoices are filed according to entry
numbers. Should there be any objection to this practice of filing
invoices, they may be “synthesized” and filed according to
voucher number. However, such procedure would require later
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reference to be made from ledger to journal to voucher number
to entry number.
PARTNERSHIP AND OTHER BILLING

It is important that the partner receive as promptly as possible
after the end of the month the bill of charges against him on any
property in which he is interested as a non-operating partner.
Accordingly, this billing is compiled daily, concurrently with the
posting of auxiliary ledgers and remittance statements. If the
journal for the month is closed on the 15th prox. this billing
should be compared with the records and mailed immediately
after. It is desirable to have billing for each lease divided as
between investment and operating items.
Other billing covering charges to associated companies, pur
chases by employees on company credit, etc., would be billed
promptly after the certified charges were entered in the
journal.
SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT, INCOME AND RESERVES

(A set of sheets for each property each year)
Sheet 1, Particulars
Well data from inception—
Columns:
(a) Well number
(b) Date completed
(c) Oil and/or gas
(d) Production, first 24 hours
(e) Dry well or lease abandoned, date (in red)
(f) Remarks

Estimate of oil reserves—
( 1) At basic date (first producing well)........
( 2) Add for subsequent wells........................
(a) to beginning of year.....................
(b) current year.................................. Columns—barrels
( 3)Adjustments (add or deduct)................. I
1. Gross, 8/8ths
(a) to beginning of year.....................
2. Company interest—
(b) current year..................................
( 4) Total......................................................
( 5) Sold from basic date to beginning of year
( 6) Remainder being divisor.........................
( 7) Company production, current year—barrels
Depreciation of equipment—company cost
( 8)Gross investment at end of year...............................
( 9) Deduct: idle equipment...........................................
(1 0) Remainder..................................................................
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(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Returned to close of previous year....................................................
Cost returnable........................................................... $
—=
Rate, 12/ by 6-2................................................................................
Depreciation for the year 13 X 7............................... $= =
—

Depletion of leasehold—company cost
15 Gross income for the year (sales)............................... $.................
16 Operating and maintenance expense..........................
17 Depreciation................................................................
18 Intangible and development expense, 100%.............
19 General overhead expense...................................................................
20 Total deductions.......................................................... $.................
21 Net income before depletion....................................... $
--------22 50% of net income......................................................... $
23 271/2 % of gross income (federal)...................................

$

*

24 20% of gross income (state).........................................

$

*

*Not in excess of 22.
25 Cost of leasehold.......................................................... $
26 Returned to close of previous year...............................................
27 Cost returnable............................................................ $
28 Rate, 27/-6-2................................................................................
29 Depletion on cost, 28X7............................................ $ - ----30

Deducted in federal return.........................................

$

31

Deducted in state return.............................................

$

(23 or 29)

(24)

Sheet 2, Particulars

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Oil sales, barrels......................................
Oil sales, dollars......................................
Gas sales..................................................
Miscellaneous earnings...........................
Gross earnings.........................................
Operating and maintenance expense.. . .
Net earnings............................................
Per barrel, oil sales................................
Per barrel, expense.................................

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Cost of leasehold....................................
Cost of intangible development.............
Cost of equipment..................................
Total investment....................................
Add back: dry holes, written off—.......
Total investment outlay from inception
Memorandum.
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1. Last year-total
2-13. Each month of
current year
14. This year-total

Columns—
1. Cumulative to begin
ning of year
2-13. Cumulative from
inception
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Sheet 2, Particulars (continued)
17 Oil sales, barrels......................................
18 Oil sales, dollars......................................
19 Gas sales..................................................
20 Miscellaneous earnings...........................
21 Gross earnings.........................................
22 Operating and maintenance expense.. ..
23

24
25
26

27

28

Columns—
1. Cumulative to begin
ning of year
2-13. Cumulative, year
to date
14. Cumulative from in
ception
Net earnings (a) year to date................. .. Columns 2-13
(b) from inception.............
.. Columns 1-14
Amortization and depletion................... Columns—
Exploration and intangible development 1. Cumulative to begin
ning of year
Depreciation............................................
2-12. Blank
13. Year to date
14. Cumulative from in
ception
Composite interim allowance
in lieu of 24, 25 and 26
Columns—
Non-ledger—
2-13
(a) for the month.........
(b) year to date ..........
Columns—
Pay-out status—
Total investment outlay from incep 1. Cumulative to begin
ning of year
tion (15).......................................
Less: Net earnings from inception 2-13. Cumulative from
inception
(23b).............................................
Balance................................................

Reserve for extinguishment of investment........
29 Leasehold (amortization and depletion)..
30 Intangible development (including ex
ploration) ..................................
31 Equipment...............................................

Columns—
1. Cumulative to begin
ning of year
2-13. Cumulative from
inception

Sheet 1, explanations
During the year the recording of well data and of additions
and adjustments to reserves should be given prompt attention.
The information would be certified by the company’s engineer and
approved by the superintendent. No further work would be
done on this sheet until after the close of the year. It will be seen
that item 19 provides for a deduction for general overhead ex
pense ; this is an arbitrary amount subject to the approval of the
government—first the total amount of apportionable expense is
ascertained and this is spread over producing leases in proportion
to direct labor. It is advantageous to record on the books the
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actual deductions as made in the federal income-tax return. In
the federal income-tax file (or in a special record) a statement of
reconciliation should be kept as between the surplus per books
and the surplus per income-tax return. A similar reconcilement
should be kept in the state income-tax file, which may include a
difference in reserves. In case the company, in its published
accounts, should decide to adopt a different basis for capital ex
tinguishments from that of the federal return the difference
should be recorded in separate adjustment accounts—for example,
adjustment of reserves for capital extinguishments dr. to adjust
ment of earned surplus. The books for the year should be closed
not later than the last day of the next following month. Then
the reserves should be completed in time to finish, by the end of
the second following month, the entire accounts for the year.
The journal for the first month of the new year should be closed
and postings to auxiliaries completed soon after the regular
scheduled time.
Sheet 2, explanations
Items 24, 25 and 26 are computed for the year only. However,
they may be determined to the close of any month, for a given
property, if necessary. For purposes of monthly balance-sheets
and the preliminary balance-sheet for the year an arbitrary non
ledger allowance is made as to each lease (see item 27) in lieu of
items 24, 25 and 26. The information on this sheet, which is
compiled for each lease to the close of each month, mainly from
the auxiliary ledgers, gives the earnings, expenses and changes in
investment accounts from inception to date. The pay-out status
is the proof. The practical oil man can visualize his operations
by means of this summary sheet and the auditor, by closely
scrutinizing it each month, may detect variations to be investi
gated.
CLOSING ENTRIES

It has been previously explained that all the current month’s
transactions are recorded in the journal each day as they are
certified, and that all such transactions are posted promptly to
the respective ledgers, remittance forms and billing.
As each payroll is completed the relative insurance accrual is
computed and recorded in the journal. The various internal
transactions, including dry holes, cancelled leases and abandon
ments, are recorded without delay.
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At the close of the month, journal vouchers are made for fluc
tuations of oil stocks, prepayments chargeable to operations, ac
crued interest, accrued taxes, accrued payroll and relative in
surance, miscellaneous lease earnings, etc. On receipt of state
ments for the month from purchasers of crude oil, gas, etc. they
are promptly verified and recorded in the journal. Invoices for
the month remaining uncertified are charged to suspense pur
chases and credited to uncertified liabilities. Expenses of leases
that are operated by an outside interest, for which billing will not
have been received, are charged arbitrarily (on the basis of pre
vious month’s charges) to feature 17 of the lease affected and un
certified-liabilities account is credited. The balance of uncerti
fied-liabilities account is cleared as soon as possible after the
month’s closing.
Now the monthly totals of the material transfer register (if
any) are posted to the journal: then the cash-record totals are
closed into the journal (receipts being credited to personal-ledger
column and disbursments charged to voucher-sundries column).
Finally, the several auxiliary columns of the journal are closed by
vouchers, supported by schedules, into the general ledger column,
as follows:
Voucher sundries
Schedule of balances—names and amounts
Personal ledger
Schedule of balances, grouped for balance-sheet purposes, giving names and
amounts
Investment ledger
Cost
Reserves

Leasehold Intangibles Equipment Leasehold Intangibles Equipment
From the ledger the monthly total of each of the six headings for each prop
erty—non-producing properties, wells-in-progress and producing properties—
should be compiled. The grand total (net) must agree with the corresponding
journal total for the month. (Changes in reserves should be few, except for the
last month of the year.)

Earnings and expense ledger
External
Internal earnings
earnings
(Sales to affiliated companies)

Operating and maintenance expense

From the ledger the monthly total of each of the three headings for each pro
ducing property should be compiled.
To the total (net).................................................................. $
Add—Total non-operating income for the month......................................
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Together..............................................................................................
Deduct—Total general and administrative expense for the
month.............................................
Total non-operating expense for the month............................................
Total deductions........................................................................................
Grand total for the month, per journal.............................. $=
----

Thus the general ledger column, through supporting vouchers,
coordinates all the regimented transactions for the month repre
senting the changes in the accounts as between the beginning and
the end of the month. From this the statement of the disposition
of funds may readily be confirmed.
GENERAL LEDGER TRIAL BALANCE

The general ledger accounts, together with the accounts com
posing the three ledger controls, would be listed in accordance
with the detailed charts of account prescribed by the American
Petroleum Institute. At the foot of the list would be shown the
three control accounts mentioned. The money columns (debits
in black—credits in red) would be as follows:

1. General ledger trial balance
2. Breakdown of three ledger controls
3. Non-ledger adjustments, consisting of (1) allowance for
property extinguishments, (2) idle material, (3) closing
losses depreciation and adjustment into reserve, and
(4) allowance for income tax. With the exception of
3-3 these items would be placed on the books at the end
of the year
4. Profit and loss, balance closed into 5
5. Balance-sheet.

The company’s accountant should now be in complete control
of the accounts. Any statement that may be called for may be
prepared direct from the ledgers, postings to which would give
references by individual transactions.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS

[Note.—The fact that these answers appear in The Journal of Account
ancy should not cause the reader to assume that they are the official answers
of the board of examiners. They represent merely the opinions of the editor of
the Students' Department.]
Examination

in

Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I

November 15, 1934, 1.30 P. M. to 6.30 P. M.

Solve dll problems.
No. 2 (20 points):
John Jones set up an irrevocable trust for the benefit of his eldest daughter,
Joan Jones, to run until 1935, when she would be thirty years old and would
receive the principal of the estate outright. If she should die before attaining
the age of thirty, the trust would go to her younger sister, Ethel Jones. The
net income of the trust could be withdrawn by the beneficiary at any time.
By the terms of the trust agreement John Jones was to be trustee during his
life and was to receive a fee of $1,000 a year in lieu of commissions.
Any investments made for the trust were to be subject to the approval of the
trustee only and not to be bound by any legal rulings regarding trust investments.
There was paid into the trust by gift from John Jones on January 1, 1921, the
sum of $100,000 which was to be invested by the trustee.
On December 31, 1930, Joan died and bequeathed her entire estate to her
brother Paul Jones to be held in trust for him. He was to receive the income
and had the right of appointment of the principal. John Jones was made
trustee and was to receive an annual fee of $1,000 instead of commissions.
The trial balance of John Jones, trustee, at December 31,1930, was as follows:

Debits
Cash—principal................................................................................. $ 7,000
Cash—income....................................................................................
9,550
$300,000 par bonds 4% R. R. & I. due 1955 at cost, investment of
principal.....................................................................................
275,000
Stocks—2,000 shares of $100 each at cost, investment of undis
tributed income funds................................................................
150,000
Oil Venture Syndicate—investment of undistributed income
funds...........................................................................................
12,500
Accrued interest on bonds................................................................
950
Payments to beneficiary from income during 1930.........................
2,500
Expenses applicable to income for year 1930..................................
1,850
Expenses applicable to principal paid during 1930..........................
1,000
Trustees’ fees for year 1930..............................................................
1,250
$461,600
Credits
Principal of trust—balance January 1, 1930.................................... $275,000
Undistributed income balance January 1,1930.................................
138,500
Interest on bonds...............................................................................
12,800
Dividends...........................................................................................
14,000
Profits on sale of principal investment bonds..................................
9,200
Profits on stocks sold.........................................................................
9,600
Due trustee for fees...........................................................................
2,500
$461,600
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Analysis of undistributed income at January 1, 1930:
Interest received............................................................................
Dividends received.........................................................................
Profits on stocks sold.....................................................................
Expenses charged to income..........................................................
Fees to trustee................................................................................
Payments to beneficiary.................................................................

$ 80,000
89,000
30,000
$199,000
$ 16,500
9,000
35,000
$ 60,500
$138,500

Balance December 31,1930............................................................
Analysis of principal at January 1, 1930:
January 1, 1921.......................................................................... $100,000
Increase to principal through sale of investments..........................
190,000
Total.......................................................................................
$290,000
Payment of expenses applicable to principal...............................
15,000
Balance December 31, 1930......................................................... $275,000
During the three years ended December 31, 1933, the following transactions
took place:
On December 31,1931, the Oil Venture Syndicate was liquidated by receiving
(a) 1000 shares no-par-value stock of the Oklahoma Oil Producers, Incor
porated, of which the market value at December 31, 1931, was $10 a share; (b)
$6,250 in cash; and (c) $12,500 5% Stanton Oils of California bonds due in 1955
of which the market value at December 31, 1931, was 80.
During the year 1932 the trustee sold $150,000 par value of the 4% R. R. & I.
bonds at a net profit of $25,000 and invested the money in U. S. government
3^% bonds at 100 net.
During 1932 the trustee invested $10,000 of undistributed income funds of
the Paul Jones trust in Standard Oil of New Jersey at $40 per share, receiving
250 shares; the expense of the purchase amounted to $50.
On January 25, 1933, the trustee sold $12,500 par value bonds of Stanton Oils
of California for $12,500 net and invested the proceeds in Tulsa city 4% bonds
at 100 net.
During the three years ended December 31, 1933, there was collected:
Interest on R. R. & I. bonds......................................................... $26,321.25
Interest on Stanton Oils of California..........................................
625.00
Interest on U. S. government bonds.............................................
10,053.75
Interest on Tulsa city bonds.........................................................
500.00
Dividends on stocks.......................................................................
40,000.00
During the same three years there was disbursed:
Payments to Ethel Jones as beneficiary....................................... $ 6,000.00
Payments to Paul Jones as beneficiary........................................
10,000.00
Expenses paid chargeable to income of the principal trust.........
4,000.00
Expenses paid chargeable to income of the undistributed income
trust.........................................................................................
3,500.00
Fees paid trustee............................................................................
3,000.00
The account payable to trustee at Jan. 1, 1931, was liquidated
No legal accounting was filed by the trustee during the whole period of the
trusts.
Prepare statements from which the trustee may file this legal accounting.
Disregard all taxes.

Solution:
Exhibits A to D are presented in the form in which they might be filed by
the trustee as his legal accounting. The working papers which follow are sub
mitted to show the derivation of the items appearing in the exhibits, and are
not intended to be part of the legal accounting.
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Joan and Ethel Jones Trust

Exhibit A

John Jones, Trustee
Report as to principal, January 1, 1921, to December 31, 1933

I charge myself with:
Assets placed in trust, January 1, 1921.................
$100,000
Profit on sale of principal investments......................
224,200

$324,200

Total charges...........................................................
I credit myself with:
Payment of expenses chargeable to principal........

16,250

Balance as to principal...................................................

$307,950

Consisting of:
Cash...................................................................... $ 7,950
Bonds 4%—R. R. & I.; par $150,000; cost...........
137,500
U. S. Government 3bonds
3/4
..............................
162,500
Total.....................................................................

Joan

and

$307,950

Exhibit B

Ethel Jones Trust

John Jones, Trustee

Report as to income, January 1, 1921, to December 31, 1933
January 1,
1921, to
December
31, 1930

January 1,
1931, to
December
31, 1933

I charge myself with:
Interest received...........................
Dividends received...........................
Profits on stocks sold........................

$ 92,800
103,000
39,600

$ 35,425

$128,225
103,000
39,600

Total charges................................

$235,400

$ 35,425

$270,825

$ 18,350
10,000

$ 4,000
3,000

$ 22,350
13,000
43,500

I credit myself with:
Expenses chargeable to income........
Fees to trustee..................................
Payments to beneficiary...................
Joan Jones.....................................
Ethel Jones....................................

Total

37,500
6,000

Total credits..............................

$ 65,850

$ 13,000

$ 78,850

Undistributed income for the period...

$169,550

$ 22,425

$191,975
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Net assets turned over December 31,
1930, to John Jones as trustee for
the estate of Joan Jones:
Cash................................ $ 9,550
Stocks—2,000 shares....
150,000
Oil venture syndicate...
12,500

Total........................... $172,050
Less: accrued trustee’s
fees...................
2,500

Net assets....................

$169,550

$169,550

$ 22,425

Balance as to income.........

$ 22,425

Consisting of:
Cash........................ $ 25,425
Less: accrued trustee’s
fees.......................
3,000
Net assets...............

$ 22,425
Estate of Joan Jones

Exhibit C

John Jones, Trustee

Report as to principal, December 31, 1930, to December 31, 1933
I charge myself with:
Inventory of assets, December 31, 1930:
Cash......................................................................... $ 9,550
Stocks.......................................................................
150,000
Oil venture syndicate..............................................
12,500 $172,050
Syndicate profit...........................................................
Profit on sale of bonds..................................................

13,750
2,500

Total charges...........................................................

$188,300

I credit myself with:
Liability paid—trustee’s fees accrued December 31,
1930......................................................................

2,500

Balance as to principal...................................................

$185,800

Consisting of:
Cash...................................................................... $ 13,300
Stocks—2,000 shares...............................................
150,000
Stock of Oklahoma Oil Producers, Inc...................
10,000
Tulsa City 4% bonds..............................................
12,500
Total.....................................................................
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Estate of Joan Jones
Exhibit D
John Jones, Trustee
Report as to income, December 31, 1930, to December 31, 1933
I charge myself with:
Dividends received.................................................. $ 40,000
Interest received..........................................................
1,125

Total charges...........................................................

$41,125

I credit myself with:
Expenses chargeable to income............................
$ 3,500
Trustee’s fees..............................................................
3,000
Payments to beneficiary—Paul Jones.......................
10,000
Total credits............................................................

16,500

Balance as to income......................................................

$ 24,625

Consisting of:
Cash...................................................................... $ 14,575
Standard Oil of New Jersey stock..........................
10,050
Total.....................................................................

$ 24,625

The foregoing exhibits were prepared directly from the working papers,
except for certain items in exhibit A and the first column of exhibit B, the
computation of which follows:

Working papers for exhibit A
Profit on
sale of
investments Expenses
January 1,1921, to January 1,1930—from problem.... $190,000 $ 15,000
Year 1930—working papers, column 2..........................
9,200
1,250
1931 through 1933—working papers, column 5............
25,000

Totals, to exhibit A.................................................

$224,200

$ 16,250

Working papers for exhibit B
January 1, 1921, Year 1930 January 1, 1921
to
(Working to December 31,
January 1, 1930 papers,
1930 (to
(per problem) column 6)
exhibit B)
$80,000
$ 92,800
$12,800
Interest received..............
89,000
103,000
Dividends received..........
14,000
30,000
39,600
9,600
Profits on stocks sold.. . .
Total.........................

$199,000
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Expenses charged to income..
Fees to trustee.......................
Payments to beneficiary........

$ 16,500
9,000
35,000

$ 1,850
1,000
2,500

$ 18,350
10,000
37,500

Total...............................

$ 60,500

$ 5,350

$ 65,850

Undistributed income balance

$138,500

$31,050

$169,550

Explanation of working papers
The trial balance of the Joan Jones trust as of December 31, 1930, was
entered in column (1). Accounts pertaining to the principal of this trust were
extended to columns (2) and (3), in order to obtain in column (3) the Decem
ber 31, 1930, trial balance of the Ethel Jones trust. Accounts pertaining to
the undistributed income of the Joan Jones trust were extended to columns
(6) and (7), in order to obtain in column (7) the December 31, 1930, trial
balance of the Estate of Joan Jones.
The transactions for the three-year period were entered in columns (4) and
(8), and applied to the balances in columns (3) and (7), respectively, to deter
mine the trial balances as of December 31, 1933, which appear in columns
(5) and (9).
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Stock of Oklahom a Oil Producers, Inc ...................
Stanton oils bonds ........................................................

Stocks ...............................................................................
Oil venture syndicate ...................................................
Accrued interest on bonds ..........................................
Paym ents to beneficiary from incom e ....................
Expenses applicable to incom e ..................................
Expenses applicable to principal ..............................
T rustee ’s fees ..................................................................
$461,600

275,000
150,000
12,500
950
2,500
1,850
1,250
1,000

Cash — incom e .................................................................

Bonds — R. R. & 1.........................................................

9,550

Cash — principal .............................................................

1930

Trial
balance
Dec. 31,

1,250*

1930
(2)

Principal
Dec. 31,

$282,950

950

275,000

\

950* (7)

137,500* (2)

137,500

$

1,000*

2,500*
1,850*

(6)

1930

150,000
12,500

9,550*

$172,050

$

(7)

1930

T rial
balance
Dec. 31,

|

f

(

(

10,000 (1)
10,000* (5)
10,000 (1)

12,500* (1)

10,000

150,000

14,575
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

( 10,050* (4)
12,500
12,500*
41,125
16,500*

$13,300

(9)

1933

6,250 (1)
2,500* (8)

($

(8)

th ru 1933

Transactions
1931

Trial
balance
Dec. 31,

E state of E thel Jones, in tru st for Paul Jones

T rial
balance Principal
Dec. 31, Dec. 31,

1930
1931 th ru 1933
1933
(3)
(4)
(5)
$ 7,000 ($162,500 (2) $ 7,950
4 162,500* (3)
I
950 (7)
f 35,425 (7)
25,425
10,000* (8)

Trial
balance
Dec. 31, Transactions

W orking papers — Decem ber 31, 1930, to Decem ber 31, 1933
Joan
Jones tru st
E thel Jones tru st

(1)
$ 7,000

Debits

T h e J ones T rusts

J ohn J ones , T rustee
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* Deduction.

*

$282,950
$282,950

$ 63,425

35,425 (7)
3,000 (9)

25,000 (2)

=====

$63,425

6,000 (8)
4,000 (8)
3,000 (9)

25,000

-

$346,375

35,425
3,000

282,950

;

$346,375

6,000
4,000
3,000

$162,500 (3) $162,500

$169,550

9,600

$138,500
12,800

N ote extension to "C ash — principal ” line; this becomes principal cash of the Paul Jones trust.

Syndicate profit .............................................................
Bond in terest ..................................................................
Due trustee for fees ......................................................

U ndistributed income of Joan Jones tru st, Dec.
31, 1930, which becam e the estate of Joan
Jones, in tru st for Paul Jo n es ...............................

Principal of Joan Jones tru st, Dec. 31, 1930,
which becam e the E thel Jones tru s t ...............

$461,600

Credits
Principal of trust, Jan. 1, 1930 ................................. $275,000 $275,000
U ndistributed income, Jan. 1, 1930 ......................... 138,500
Interest on bonds ..........................................................
12,800
D ividends ........................................................................
14,000
Profits on sale of principal bonds .............................
9,200
9,200
Profits on stocks sold ...................................................
9,600
Due trustee for fees ......................................................
2,500

U. S. Governm ent 3
bonds ................................
Standard Oil of New Jersey stocks .........................
Tulsa C ity 4% bonds ..................................................
Paym ents to beneficiary .............................................
Expense chargeable to incom e .............................
T rustee ’s fees ..................................................................

169,550

2,500

$172,050

$

14,000

--

-

$226,925

(4) $10,050
(6) 12,500
(8)
10,000
(8)
3,500
(8)
3,000

13,750 (1)
1,125 (7)

2,500* (8)

$226,925

13,750
1,125

169,550

40,000 (7)$40,000
2,500 (5)
2,500

$54,875

$ 54,875

-

$10,050
12,500
10,000
3,500
3,000
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Transactions and entries therefor
Stock of Oklahoma Oil Producers, Inc...................... $ 10,000
Stanton Oils bonds.....................................................
10,000
Cash—principal..........................................................
6,250
Oil venture syndicate.........................................
$12,500
Profit on syndicate..............................................
13,750
To set up (at market value) assets received by
estate in liquidation of syndicate.
Cash—principal.......................................................
162,500
Bonds, R. R. & 1.................................................
137,500
Profit on sale of principal bonds..........................
25,000
To record sale of $150,000 par value (one-half of
total) of R. R. & I. bonds at $25,000 profit.
U. S. Government 33/4 .% bonds..............................
162,500
Cash—principal..................................................
162,500
To record investment of proceeds of above sale.
Standard Oil of New Jersey stock..........................
10,050
Cash—income.....................................................
10,050
To record purchase by Estate.
Cash—principal........................................................
12,500
Stanton Oils bonds..............................................
10,000
Profit on sale of principal bonds.....................
2,500
To record sale of bonds for $12,500.
Tulsa City 4% bonds..............................................
12,500
Cash—principal..................................................
12,500
To record investment of proceeds of above sale.
Cash—principal (bond interest accrued December
31, 1930).......................................................
950
Cash—income.............................................................
35,425
Accrued interest on bonds...................................
950
Bond interest.......................................................
35,425
To record income of Ethel Jones trust.
Cash—income.............................................................
41,125
Bond interest.......................................................
1,125
Dividends............................................................
40,000
To record income of Estate.
Payments to beneficiary..........................................
6,000
Expenses chargeable to income...................................
4,000
Cash.....................................................................
10,000
To record disbursements of Ethel Jones trust.
Payments to beneficiary.............................................
10,000
Expenses chargeable to income.......................................
3,500
Trustee’s fees..............................................................
3,000
Due trustee for fees.....................................................
2,500
Cash—principal...................................................
2,500
Cash—income.....................................................
16,500
To record disbursements of Estate.
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(9) Trustee’s fees.............................................................
Due trustees for fees............................................
To accrue fees payable to John Jones as trustee
of the Ethel Jones trust. (After December 31,
1930, Jones is entitled to an annual commission of
$1,000 from each of the trusts, or a total compen
sation of $6,000 for the period; he was paid only
$3,000. Entry (8) assumes that this payment
was made by the Estate, and accordingly the ac
crual is made by the Ethel Jones trust).

$3,000

$3,000

No. 3 (20 points):
The “A” Telephone Company was incorporated on January 1, 1931, for the
purpose of acquiring and holding securities of companies operating telephone
systems. The authorized capital stock consisted of 2,500 shares of $6 cumula
tive preferred stock without par value and 3,000 shares of common stock with
out par value. The authorized funded debt was $500,000. On January 1,
1934, three years later, the company voluntarily filed a petition in bankruptcy.
An attorney for the bondholders’ committee has asked you to examine the
accounts and records of the company to determine why it was necessary to file
such a petition when it had a surplus of $361,500 as shown by the following
analysis of the company’s surplus account:
Analysis of surplus account
January 1, 1931, to December 31, 1933
Date
Debit
Credit
1- 1-31 Excess of consideration paid in by
shareholders, for shares having
no par value, over the amount
allotted to stated capital, as fol
lows:
$285,000
Cash paid in by shareholders.. .. $500,000
Capital stock issue:
2,000 shares $6 divi
dend, no par,
preferred stock,
stated value $100
per share........ $200,000
3,000 shares no par,
common stock,
stated value $5
per share........
$15,000 $215,000
Excess consideration paid in... .

1- 1-31

7- 1-31
12-31-31

$285,000

Discount on purchase of 5,000 shares (total
authorized) “B” Telephone Company
common stock, par value $100 per share.
The company entered this stock in its in
vestment account at par, $500,000.
$ 10,000
Discount on sale of $500,000 par value “A”
Telephone Company 6% ten year deben
ture bonds, dated 7-1-31...... $50,000
Net profit from operations for the year ended
December31,1931, (includes $50,000 undis
tributed profit for the same year, of the
“ B ” company which was taken into earn
ings by charging that company’s current
account)................................
20,000
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12-31-31
12-31-31

1- 1-32

6-30-32

6-30-32
12-31-32

12-31-32
1- 1-33

12-31-33

Dividends declared on preferred stock for the
year ended December 31, 1931. $12,000
Dividends waived by shareholders owning
500 shares of preferred stock.....................
Discount on purchase of $400,000 par value
“ C ” Telephone Company 5%, twenty year,
sinking fund gold bonds, dated January 1,
1922.......................................
Unrealized profit from the exchange of “B”
Telephone Company’s common stock for
6,000 shares (total authorized) “C” Tele
phone Company common stock without
par value. The latter stock was taken into
the investment account at the stated value
thereof, namely, $600,000.....
Discount on sale of 500 shares of "A” Tele
phone Company $6 cumulative preferred
stock, stated value $100 per share............
Net profit from operations for the year ended
December 31, 1932, (includes $20,000 un
distributed profit for the six months ended
December 31, 1932, of the “C” Telephone
Company which was taken into earnings
by charging that company’s current
account)...............................
Dividends declared on preferred stock for the
year ended December 31, 1932..................
Discount on purchase of 600 shares of the
company’s preferred stock. This stock
was cancelled........................
Net loss from operations for the year ended
December 31, 1933..............
15,000

$3,000

20,000

100,000
5,000

10,000
13,500
9,000

$95,500
Balance December 31, 1933..........................

$457,000
95,500

$361,500

The articles of incorporation authorize the directors to purchase preferred
capital stock which is to be retired from earned surplus.
At the date of filing the petition in bankruptcy, the total investments owned
by the company consisted of the 6,000 shares of “C” Telephone Company's
common stock and $5,000 par value, United States Treasury bonds. The
latter bonds were purchased at par. The “ C ” Telephone Company went into
the hands of a receiver on July 31, 1933.
From the foregoing data prepare an adjusted analysis of surplus account.
Comment briefly upon any additional facts which you feel will be of value
to your client.
Solution:
Note 1. The discount of $10,000 on the purchase of the 5,000 shares (total
authorized) of the common stock of the “B” Telephone Company should be
eliminated from the accounts. The actual cost of this stock purchase, $490,000
should have been charged to the investment account, and no entry should have
been made for the discount. On June 30, 1932, when this stock was exchanged
for the total authorized capital stock of the “C” Telephone Company, a
credit of $100,000 was entered into the surplus account. This credit should
also be eliminated. Later, on July 31, 1933, the “C” Telephone Company
went into the hands of a receiver As no estimate of the probable recovery,
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if any, is given in the problem, the entire cost of $490,000 should be reserved
against by a charge to surplus.
Note 2. The discount on sale of $500,000 par value “A” Telephone Com
pany, 6 per cent. ten-year debenture bonds, dated July 1, 1931, should be
amortized over the life of the bonds. In this solution, the straightline method
of amortization is used, with the result that charges are made against income
as follows:
Six months
1931
$2,500
Year
1932
5,000
Year
1933
5,000
The unamortized balance should appear as a deferred charge in the balancesheet.
Note 3. On December 31, 1931, and again on December 31, 1932, the
company took up into its surplus account, the book profits of its subsidiary,
(“B” Telephone Company, and later, “C” Telephone Company) by a debit
to the current accounts. These profits were unrealized and should not have
been considered as profits. The actual operating losses of “A” Telephone
Company, which were netted against the book profits of the subsidiary, should
be increased by the amount of bond discount amortization (note 2).
Note 4. The dividend waived by the shareholders owning 500 shares of pre
ferred stock is treated as a donated surplus. The effect of the waiver is the
same as a payment to these stockholders of the amount of their dividend, and a
donation by them to the corporation of a like amount.
Note 5. The statutes of the state will govern the treatment of the $9,000
discount on the 600 shares of the preferred stock which were purchased and
cancelled. It should be noted that the problem does not state the amount
received on these shares when they were originally issued.
Note 6. The directors acted contrary to the articles of incorporation which
provided that the preferred stock “is to be retired from earned surplus” when
they purchased the 600 shares of the company’s stock on January 1, 1933. At
that date, the company had no earned surplus. Whether the directors had
the right to declare dividends on the preferred stock depends upon the statutes
of the state of incorporation.
Note 7. The problem states that “At the date of filing the petition in bank
ruptcy, the total investments owned by the company consisted of the 6,000
shares of 'C’ Telephone Company’s common stock and $5,000 par value,
United States treasury bonds.” Hence, it must be concluded that the “C”
Telephone Company 5 per cent. sinking fund-gold bonds which were purchased
on January 1, 1932, at a discount of $20,000 were disposed of between the date
of purchase and the date of the filing of the petition in bankruptcy. The
manner of disposal, and the amount received, are not given in the problem.
Since there are no entries in surplus for premium or discount on the sale of the
bonds, it is assumed that these bonds were sold at par and that a profit of
$20,000 was realized.
Note 8. The discount on the preferred stock purchased and retired is shown
as a separate item in surplus, because according to the statutes of most states
which refer to “stated capital,” the term denotes that portion of the considera
tion received for the sale of stock which has been set aside as the permanent
capital of the corporation, and which may be reduced only by statutory action.
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Cancellation of preferred shares purchased for retirement, when reported to
and approved by the state authorities, reduced the stated capital, the reduction
in stated capital being equal to the cost of the stock retired, but not to exceed
the stated value thereof. Accordingly, under this interpretation, the discount
on the stock retired still remains part of the stated capital of the corporation.
The “discount” (from stated value) on the preferred stock sold June 30,
1932, should probably be deducted from the stated value of the capital stock
in the balance-sheet, and should not appear in the surplus statement. On the
basis of the above-stated statutory conception of stated capital, it does not
seem legally possible to issue stated value stock at a discount; if it is permitted
by statute, the discount should preferably be deducted from the capital stock
to show the actual amount paid in for the stock.
Since the concept of stated capital is wholly statutory, the treatment of these
two items would be governed entirely by the statutes applicable.

The “A” Telephone Company
Analysis of surplus account
For the period from January 1, 1931, to December 31, 1933
Deficit:
December 31, 1931:
Net loss for the year (note 3)................ $32,500
Dividend on preferred stock (note 6)...
12,000 $ 44,500
December 31, 1932:
Profit on sale of “C” Telephone Com
pany bonds (note 7)....................... $20,000
Net loss for the year (note 3)................
15,000
Dividend on preferred stock (note 6)...
13,500
8,500
December 31, 1933:
Net loss for the year..............................
$20,000
Provision for loss on the investment in
the stock of “ C " Telephone Company
(note 1)............................................ 490,000
510,000
Total deficit.....................................
Paid-in surplus:
January 1, 1931:
Excess of consideration paid in by share
holders, for shares having no par
value, over the amount allotted to
stated capital...................................
$285,000
Donated surplus:
December 31, 1931:
Dividends waived by shareholders own
ing 500 shares of preferred stock
(note 4)............................................
3,000
Discount on preferred stock retired:
Discount on 600 shares purchased January
1, 1933, and cancelled (note 8)..............
9,000
Net deficit, December 31, 1933.....................
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297,000
$266,000

Book Reviews
BUSINESS LAW, by Thomas S. Kerr, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 776 pages,
1934.
Business Law is offered as a text for an undergraduate college course. Its
purpose is particularly the development of those principles of law that are of
special interest to college students preparing for a business career. It seems
well adapted for that purpose and because of the limited field which its author
seeks, the book should not be subjected to the acid, if not acrid, tests which
reviewers usually apply to books intended for use in professional schools and by
practitioners. It is primarily a case book, 562 pages being devoted to reprints
from court decisions and 133 pages to short summarizations of the principles of
law in those subjects or divisions usually considered as constituting the field of
business law. Fifty pages are used in reprints of the uniform sales act, the
negotiable instruments law, and the uniform partnership act. A 13-page
introduction briefly outlines the history and purpose of law, the organization of
our judicial system and the principal steps in the conduct of litigation. The
index is good and there are the usual table of contents and table of cases.
In his preface the author states that the case method of study in law is
universally endorsed and that experience has demonstrated its superiority over
any other method. That statement seems too broad even for professional
schools of law, now that we are passing into an era of law-making by legislatures
and regulatory bodies in the executive branch of our government. Certainly
experience has shown that the efficacy of the case system depends very largely
on the skill of the teacher who is conducting the class. The selections of cases
made by the author might well be modernized, too many of them being cases
found in standard case books of forty years ago. But some of the old key
cases such as Lawrence v. Fox and Hoare v. Rennie are omitted. So far as the
summaries go, the principles of law seem to be fairly stated but the selected
cases are not always appropriate. For example, on page 85 the author writes
that courts in general find some way to enforce subscriptions for public, chari
table and religious purposes, but his only case is an old one in New York wherein
the court did not enforce the subscription. This case does not indicate at all
the modern New York theory on this troublesome question of consideration.
Harold Dudley Greeley
BUDGETING, by Prior Sinclair, The Ronald Press Company, New York.
Cloth, 438 pages. 1934.
A somewhat discouraged manufacturer, approached on the subject of having
a budget prepared for 1934, replied “Ye-ah! Well, I made up a budget for
1930, a very nice budget.” (Pause) “I haven’t made one since!”
Nevertheless the author of Budgeting assures us that “undoubtedly those
businesses which today are operating in harmony with methods of budgetary
control are best prepared to meet the trials brought by the changes in the
velocity of business” (p. iii). Skeptical competitors might attribute such
happy preparedness more to past prudent conservatism and lucky guessing,
but it can not be denied that budgeting as a means of control is growing in favor
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by leaps and bounds to judge by the recent output of articles and books on the
subject. Of the latter, it is safe to say that Mr. Sinclair’s Budgeting is the best
that has appeared to date.
The first question of any business man, especially of the old-fashioned school,
is apt to be: “What will a budget system do for me?’’ The question is best
answered in chapter 19, pp. 361-369, wherein is given an elaborate analysis of
adverse conditions that might exist in any business through lack of intelligent
control—a sort of horrible example, as it were. Any man of common-sense
would readily admit that a system which would help him detect and remedy
such conditions would be worth trying. Then if he turns back to chapter 18 on
the budget manual, he will get a comprehensive view of how a budget is planned
and installed and what are the duties and responsibilities of executive and
accounting officers and departments in carrying out its aims. At first glance
the details may seem voluminous, but a little study will prove that they are
quite adaptable to the requirements of any business, large or small.
That, in setting up a budget, the cooperation of the accounting department
of any business is indispensable goes without saying. Whether it is a field
into which the public accountant should enter may be debatable. His prime
function is that of verifying past transactions and certifying to their results, and
he stands on firm ground when required to prove the accuracy of his work.
But if he undertakes to set up the actual figures of a budget, who but he will be
blamed if they fail of realization even through no fault of his?
However, I do not understand that Mr. Sinclair would advise the public
accountant to do more than lay out the skeleton plan of a budget for his client,
leaving the actual work of organizing and operating to the managers of the
business. For that purpose the author’s association with a well-known firm of
public accountants is a sufficient guarantee to the profession that his book is a
safe and practical guide in planning a budget system for clients.
W. H. Lawton

FEDERAL SECURITIES ACT PROCEDURE, by J. K. Lasser and J. A.
Gerardi. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York. 388 pages.
1934.
The promise of authoritative treatment which collaboration of a practicing
accountant and a practicing lawyer might give is scarcely realized in Federal
Securities Act Procedure. The authors say that accountants are under obliga
tion to do many things that hitherto have been considered as out of their
province. In the act itself there seems to be no extension of the ground that
accountants are expected to cover as experts; but the authors of this book, in
interpreting the law, import into it the most surprising things. They say an
accountant in preparing registration statements must determine that titles are
legally clear on public records (page 145), that provision has been made for all
publicly recorded liens and mortgages, that all deeds and other instruments of
title are in the possession of the issuer, that assets are actually in possession of
the issuer (requiring actual physical inspection and listing), that unless an ap
praisal is made the accountant must survey the assets to ascertain that the bal
ance-sheet sets forth a fair statement of going value, and (page 147) determine
by “active inspection” that franchises, patents, etc. have been legally
assigned to the issuer, and investigate the status of actions which have been or
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will be—yes, will be—started for infringement, etc. These are merely speci
mens of the way in which the authors would thrust upon accountants responsi
bility for matters clearly beyond their sphere or competence and call upon them
to assume the roles of engineers, lawyers or, in the last case, fortune tellers.
Those who have been called on to testify as expert accountants know that
they are permitted to testify as experts only on matters contained in books or
other written records and that their testimony as to other matters, such as con
dition and value of physical assets, if allowed at all, is rated as testimony of
non-experts, equal in value to the testimony of any other persons without spe
cial qualification. Yet it is as experts that they are, in this book, required to
take responsibility for actual value of assets, legal title to property, absence of
legally registered liens, physical possession and actual ownership of assets,
possession of legally sufficient title deeds, etc. What value title deeds have
when the title to property has been searched and found in order is not stated.
Reliance upon such deeds is vain; old title deeds can be obtained in any quan
tity; they have no value.
It is not improbable that if accountants did some of these things for pay they
might incur penalties under the laws reserving for lawyers certain kinds of ac
tivities. Protests of lawyers against similar work by trust companies and
others are by no means unknown in New York and elsewhere.
When we remember that for many years public accountants were almost
alone in striving for more enlightening accounts, the sudden fervor of newly
made converts to thrust upon us responsibilities for which our training was not
designed to fit us is not easy to justify or understand. Perhaps it is an effort to
shift to us some unwelcome duties of others. It would, indeed, be a conveni
ence to all other parties to an issue if accountants could be made to take respon
sibility for everything, and some of us might be so ingenuous as to be proud
that we were considered to be like Teufelsdrockh, Professors of Things in Gen
eral; still it is regrettable that a certified public accountant should join in at
tributing to us wholesale responsibilities with possible penalties if we fail to
measure up as experts in valuations of physical assets, in searching titles and as
soothsayers in the matter of possible future lawsuits.
The distinguishing characteristic of this book is perhaps that it is calculated
to reawaken the worst of the apprehensions of those who are liable to be called
upon to assume responsibility under the securities acts. If the views which it
sets forth were generally accepted, few accountants would be willing to under
take any such responsibilities. Fortunately the S. E. C. seems disposed to
take a far more practical and realistic view of the requirements under the acts
and it is to be hoped that its pronouncements will dispel any extravagant fear
which the work, if widely read, might inspire.
F. W. Thornton
FEDERAL TAX HANDBOOK, 1934-1935, by Robert H. Montgomery.
The Ronald Press Company, New York. 1,158 pages. 1934.

The 1934—1935 Federal Tax Handbook by Robert H. Montgomery is the
fifteenth of his series of tax books. In the author’s usual lucid style, he crit
ically reviews the revenue act of 1934 and published rulings of the treasury
department, of the board of tax appeals and court decisions, which taxpayers
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will have to keep in mind in filing their returns for 1934 and subsequent years,
unless the law is changed.
In the preface to his Handbook Mr. Montgomery points out some of the un
justifiable and indefensible imposts placed upon taxpayers due to the disregard
of sound economic principles in the law and a lack of understanding of business
practices displayed by the framers of our revenue laws. As he well states,
“It is not necessary for me to prove my point that taking our laws as a whole
from 1913 to 1934 they constitute a mess.” When new laws come to be drafted,
it might have some salutary effect if the prefaces to several of Mr. Montgom
ery’s Handbooks were fully digested by our lawmakers, so that some of the
inequities and injustices under which innocent taxpayers suffer could be
corrected. The task of administering the revenue laws would be made much
easier and tax avoidance minimized if the determination of taxable income
were made to conform closely, as it ought to, with the determination of income
under ordinary business practices.
Due to the nature of the subject and the fact that the author is dealing with
a law containing many new principles and requirements which have not yet
been clarified by regulation or actually applied in practice, so that on abstruse
points no standard of practice is available to go by, the Handbook will be of more
aid to tax practitioners well versed in the niceties of interpretation of tax law
than it will be to laymen. It is, perhaps, unavoidable that, when dealing with
matters not made entirely clear in the law itself, the Handbook does not com
pletely clarify the situation but leaves something to the understanding of the
reader in the practical application of the more difficult problems. The work
could be improved to some extent if the writer more consistently kept in mind
that the Handbook is used and read by hundreds of business men who are not
skilled in reading between the lines and distinguishing between conflicting
court decisions applying to their own particular problems.
On page 303 where the author comments on a stock dividend in preferred
stock the reader will not understand the statements made in the first paragraph.
The paragraph in question will appear to conflict with contiguous paragraphs
unless he reads between the lines and understands that the author is referring
to a dividend in preferred stock issued to common stockholders at a time when
there is no preferred stock outstanding. In that case a dividend in preferred
stock will not be taxable in the hands of the recipient.
Again on page 304, when dealing with the proper entries on the books of a
corporation relative to a dividend declared payable in additional no-par-value
stock, the Handbook merely points out that there is a difference of opinion
among accounting authorities regarding the proper entry and refers the reader
to another publication by the same author in which the matter is discussed at
length. As the question of the proper accounting entries is an integral corollary
to the non-taxability of no-par-value stock dividends, it would be most helpful
to have a statement from the author as to what, in his opinion, should be the
proper entries, and merely to refer the reader to his other work for further in
formation as to different views and methods of making the necessary record on
the books of the corporation.
A similar lack of completeness appears in the author’s comments on page 586
relative to the retirement of preferred stock. The reader is left with the impres
sion that a corporation can get rid of an undistributed surplus by using it to
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retire preferred stock. At the same time, however, it would appear to be neces
sary to advise the reader at this point that, in certain circumstances, such re
tirement of preferred stock might well be held to be a taxable dividend, and
refer him to page 284 where this subject is explained. Even with the aid of the
index, the unprofessional reader might fail to tie up these two subjects.
On page 595 it is stated “section 351 (c) expressly excepts the credit for taxes
paid a foreign country allowable in reduction of income tax by section 131 of
the law, so that no foreign tax credit is allowable against surtax. The foreign
tax is, however, deductible in determining net income subject to the surtax,
if not claimed as a credit.” The words “if not claimed as a credit” leave the
reader somewhat in doubt as to what is meant, since the law provides for no
credit of such taxes for purposes of the surtax under section 351. T. D. 4503,
dealing with the surtax on personal holding companies (section 351), clearly
states that the deduction of foreign taxes under section 23 (c) is permitted for
the purposes of the surtax even if, for the purposes of the normal tax imposed by
title (1), a credit for such taxes is taken. Thus, the credit for foreign taxes
can be either claimed as a credit against normal tax or taken as a deduction
from gross income used in determining normal tax by personal holding cor
porations and is also deductible in determining the net income subject to surtax
even though claimed as a credit against normal tax.
However, there are few tax practitioners who, when they have a difficult
problem with which to deal, would not be interested first in seeing what Mr.
Montgomery has to say on the subject. His trenchant criticisms often point
the way to the solution of a difficult problem.
Norman G Chambers
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Accounting Questions
[The questions and answers which appear in this section of The Journal of
Accountancy have been received from the bureau of information conducted
by the American Institute of Accountants. The questions have been asked
and answered by members of the American Institute of Accountants who are
practising accountants and are published here for general information. The
executive committee of the American Institute of Accountants, in authorizing
the publication of this matter, distinctly disclaims any responsibility for the
views expressed. The answers given by those who reply are purely personal
opinions. They are not in any sense an expression of the Institute nor of
any committee of the Institute, but they are of value because they indicate
the opinions held by competent members of the profession. The fact that
many differences of opinion are expressed indicates the personal nature of
the answers. The questions and answers selected for publication are those
believed to be of general interest.—Editor.]

CREATION OF CAPITAL SURPLUS TO ELIMINATE DEFICIT
Question: A question has arisen relative to the frequent practice of creating
capital surplus by reducing par value or number of shares of capital stock for
the purpose of eliminating a deficit.
I have a client whose capital structure on December 31, 1933, was as follows:
Capital stock outstanding 1,711 shares of a par value of $100... $171,100.00
Deficit...........................................................................................
62,950.12
Net worth.....................................................................................

$108,149.88

During March, 1934, the stockholders, by proper action, voted to reduce the
par value of the capital stock of the corporation from $100. to $25. per share
thereby creating a capital surplus of $128,325. They also voted to charge the
deficit of $62,950.12 against the capital surplus of $128,325, leaving a capital
surplus of $65,374.88.
In the preparation of future balance-sheets for this corporation, will it be
necessary to state the capital structure as follows:
Capital stock outstanding, 1,711 shares par value $25..............
Capital surplus arising from reduction of capital stock.............
Deficit...........................................................................................

$ 42,775.00
128,325.00
62,950.12

Net worth.....................................................................................

$108,149.88

Or would the following conform to good accounting practice:
Capital stock outstanding, 1,711 shares par value $25..............
Capital surplus..............................................................................
Earned surplus or deficit from operation since January 1, 1934..

$ 42,775.00
65,374.88
$108,149.88
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Answer No. 1: Either plan is satisfactory, but on the first set of accounts the
effect of the change should be fully noted either on the balance-sheet or in sup
plementary exhibits. For example:
Balance-sheet
(Liabilities)
Capital stock outstanding—1,711 shares at par value $25........
Capital surplus—arising from reduction in par value of capital
stock from $100. to $25. per share less operating deficit to De
cember 31, 1933 of $62,950.12.................................................

$ 42,775.00

65,374.88

$108,149.88
Subsequent accounts may be stated in less detail as shown in last paragraph
of the question.
Answer No. 2: If, in the opinion of the accountant, all the necessary steps
have been taken, no exception can be taken to the second form of presentation
of the capital stock and capital surplus.
TREATMENT OF LOSSES ON FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Question: Will you kindly ascertain for us the usual accepted practice in the
treatment of the following items in the preparation of annual statements:
1. Should losses arising from the dismantlement of plants and equipment
be considered in the determination of net income for the year or should such
amounts be carried directly against surplus? Would the manner of treatment
differ if the amounts involved were very substantial?
2. Should losses on securities owned, realized or unrealized, be treated as
charges against income or should the amount thereof be applied against sur
plus? Would the manner of treatment differ if the shrinkage in value occurred
prior to the fiscal year in which the loss was recognized?
3. During the year 1934, it was determined that the reserve for uncollectible
accounts receivable at December 31, 1933, was insufficient, since it did not pro
vide for a number of accounts, material in amount, which have since become
doubtful. These accounts are charged off during the year 1934. Should
the amount of this loss be reflected in the determination of net income for 1934
or should it be charged against surplus?
Will you also inform us what practice is followed in treatment of such items
in the preparation of quarterly earning reports.
Answer No. 1: Dismantlement losses and security losses customarily are
taken against the net income if they arise from normal circumstances which
might be expected to occur in any year. In order to apply such matters directly
against surplus, the circumstances would have to be so unusual as to indicate
a complete departure from ordinary operating routine by the company in that
period. In the case of dismantlements such an extraordinary situation might
be caused by the abandonment of an entire important process of manufacture
or treatment which would involve dismantlement of a good portion of plant and
equipment.
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In the case of securities, unless some periodic routine provision is made for
losses which builds up a reserve, no unrealized losses would be provided for
through income account. Often extraordinary unrealized losses are provided
for by setting up reserves which are charged direct to surplus. In the case of
realized losses if they occur in the routine investment and reinvestment of sur
plus funds of the corporation, losses are obviously and equally routine current
items. If securities are of the nature of investments, rather than the placing of
surplus funds in marketable securities, the losses would apply against current
income or surplus depending upon whether it was related to current opera
tions or not.
The question whether the loss is of a substantial amount or not does not gov
ern so much as the question of whether the loss is extraordinary or not.
For uncollectible accounts, provision is made at the date of the balance-sheet
based upon the facts then known. The assumption is that the reserve is ade
quate at that date. Should it prove to be inadequate at some later date an
adjustment as of the earlier date should not be made unless the circumstances
were known or expected at that time. Bad debts written off or provided for
through reserves, when determined bad or uncollectible during the period under
audit, generally arise from sales of prior periods.
In the case of a business where a decided change has taken place in the method
of collections, type of sales or clientele, it is conceivable that an adjustment
might be made directly to surplus in relative accounts arising from sales of prior
periods. This adjustment would be expressed as related to a type of operation
no longer carried on, and it practically expresses the fact that an old set of
transactions or operations ceased and a new set was instituted within the period.
Circumstances such as these are infrequent and the auditors should not allow
themselves to be persuaded too easily that they exist.
Modem practice as shown by the published accounts of representative com
panies in the last few years indicates that the distinction between charges to
surplus and income is not as important as full and correct description of the
transactions. Many representative companies prepare combined income and
surplus accounts, and the income in some cases is only one of a number of items
which represents the total change in surplus or net worth during the period.
From many points of view this difference is the significant figure and, while
accounting is always concerned with the division of business activities into more
or less arbitrary periods, it is just as true that this attempt always fails and
the so-called surplus adjustment recognizes that this distinction can not be
completely carried out.
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